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SGA Executive Board

Conn Professor to Run
for State Governor:

Cibes
Declares ~
~
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Candidacy]
Professor and State Representative,

A Connecticut College faculty member
and legislator in the Connecticut State Assembly for twelve years, Bill Cibes, professor of government and Democratic representative of the 39th district, has announced
his candidacy for governor of Connecticut
Cibes is presently the chairman of the
Finance, Revenue and Bonding Committee
in the House of Representatives. He has also
held the positions of deputy speaker, assistant minority leader and majority whip.
As a supporter of the current governor of
Connecticut,
William O'Neill, Cibes
praised the governor's record on all issues
except tax reform. "He [O'Neill] has been
the best person ... , supported the values

~

o

Bill Cibes

up with the money to implement these
goals."
Although Cibes' campaign flyer reads,
"We Democrats demonstrated enormous
political courage by supporting a tax increase last year to meetourresponsibilities,"
he said "there is no more [money] wherethat
came from."
Cibes advocates comprehensive reform of
thecurrentstructureandspecificallypledges
"to allay the legitimate fears that a decrease
in sales tax would be only temporary" by
supporting a constitutional amendment setting a maximum sales tax rate at five percent.
He said that the state needs to'''find adequate funding more acceptable to the people
of the state than a nine to ten percent sales
tax."
In addition, Cibes would like to see the

which I find important in politics and~c~o:m:e~
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by Sarah HuntJey
News Editor

April 10, 1990
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National Advocate of Veterans' Rights Speaks
Features /
Connecticut
View
pp.4-6
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Courageous AIDS
Victim Delivers
Poignant Address

A & E pp. 14-16

by Stephanie Lutz
The College Voice

Robert Muller, president and founder of
the National Vietnam Veterans of America,
.
spoke to over two hundred students ID Dana
Hall on Wednesday, April 4. Sitting before
the group in his wheelchair, he explained
the politics of the Vietnam war.
Muller was a marine infantry officer in
Vietnam from 1968 to 1969 when a bullet
was shot through his chest and lungs.
Muller said that he is alive today because of
the courage of the men in his unit who
dragged him out of the fire and into a helicopter. "If I had gotten to the hospital one
minute later, I would have been dead," said
Muller.
Muller explained how shocked he was by
the conditions of the veterans' hospitals. He
said that he was treated at the hospital de-
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Robert Muller
picted in the movie, "Born on the Fourth of July."
The movie, however, could not depict the horrible
stench. Eight of his friends, including his best
friend, committed suicide there.
Muller is angry at the United States for the unfair
treatment of veterans. After all the money the gov-

Gaudiani Visits
the Soviet Union
A Review: Chess
Termed a Success

ports pp. 18·20
Men's Lacrosse Team
to Tour Australia

by Sarah Hundey
News Editor

Lucky students were not the only
travellers over spring break. Claire
Gaudiani, '66, president of the college, returned Thursday from a trip
to the Soviet Union, pleased that

academic goals were accomplished and pensive about the current state of Soviet affairs.
Gaudiani visited the Soviet Union for five days as one of six college presidents representing the
American Collegiate Consortium
for East-West Culrural and Aca-

demic Exchange.
The delegation was invited to
the Soviet Union to discuss
changes in the consortium program with Soviet officials.
Some changes in the agreement
include a commitment to stronger
student advising programs, continued exchanges of delegations,
including faculty members, and
expressed support for bilateral
agreements.
Because money values vary
greatly, the program is not based
upon economic exchange>
See Trip p. 13

ernment spent killing people, he could not
believe the country was not taking care of
veterans. In 1978 he founded the National
Vietnam Veterans of America. In its first
year, no piece of legislation was passed to
assist Vietnam Veterans.
"I realized then that you don't go to Washington D.C. and argue in terms of morality or
justice - that's not what the system is motivated by. It's motivated by political pressure,
or money, which we didn't have," Muller
said.
Muller wants the American people to
demand some answers for the reasons Vietnam happened to ensure that it does not
happen again. He explained that the War
Powers Act changes nothing, and that the
president can still go to· war without the
approval of the Congress or the people. The
War Powers Act states that the executive
office must get approval from Congress beSeeVletn
... p. 12

Assault Suspect and Alumnus
Reappears on Campus
Prall was later arrested by the
New London police and charged
TheColl
... Voke
with trespassing and disturbance of
the peace. On March 5, he wenlto
In the pastmonth, Charles "Tim" court and pleaded not guilty.
Pratt, '88, suspect of assault and
Last November, Pralt had been
trespassing, has resurfaced on arrested
for trespassing
in
campus at least twice.
Knowlton and for ftring a pistol in
On Febuary 24, the Connecticut the air. Although Thompson did
College campus was shocked hy an not report it.just minutes before the
unusual trespassing incident Pratt November incident, Prall had enhad forced his way into the room of tered her room and began to talk
Isabel
Thompson,
'90, in until she asked him to leave. Prall,
Knowlton dormitory and grabbed
who h3d no previous criminal recher, shaking her until she was able ord, had the charges dropped, pr0to break free and call for help. Se- vided that similar occurences not
SeePnltp.8
curity bulletins were posted.
by Haden R. Guest

VIEWPOINT
IDltlIlte In Defense of Thematic Housing
Letter to the" Voice:"
Having recently read in 'The Co/lege Voice" that thematic housing is to be discontinued
at Conn., we are writing to
express our point of view in support of thematic housing, most specifically the Creative Arts House, to which we belong.
First, we would like to address the complaint

that we have not madea

significant

contribution

10 the college community

.

Blair Loughrey.

Adam Furchner, Tim Heap and Scott leffersonhave spent close to twenty hours each making professional
for several on and off-eampus groups - including the band Bang Utot and the musician John Nesbett. House

recordings
members have lentour musical equipment (amps.mikes,
etc.) tonumerous groups. such as guitarist Lisa Addario and Bang
Utot. We held a reception for a visiting artist last fall which was wen attended by art department faculty and srudio art
students. Tim Heap organized cur co-sponsorship
of the Reducers and Gerrymander Bobconcert held in the Cave on Dec.
1. the proceeds of which were donated to help disabled performers/artists.
Cary Dyer held two successful story readings
last semester. Scott Jefferson, with the help of other House members. coordinated and ran a Parents' art show at the Spiral
Art Gallery. We housed visiting directorofMacbeJl. Derron Wood forthree days. Wealsohoused
travelling musicians Das
Damen for several days while they were performing in New London. Both MOBROC and WCNI board meetings have
routinely been held in our living room. Adam Furchnerdid the sound fortherecent pnxiuctionofGreaterTuna
and the lights
forMacbett. We have had two children from Shelley Stoehr's dance class at Winthrop High-Rise come to our house each
week to play our musical instruments, paint and draw. We have sponsored Contact Improv. Jams which have been very
successful, and this semester Cathy Eliot has arranged to bring both Derron Wood and Pam Lewis to campus to ron two
more Contact Jams. Finally, onMarch 28 and 29 we will beshowing ourfinal house project in Palmer202-the
play ,Blood
and fim. AlI members of the house have been involved in making the play come together. (Director: Shelley Stoehr. Stage
Manager: Cary Dyer, Sound Design: Blair Loughrey and Adam Furchner, Light Design: Adam Purchner, Set Design: Scott
Jefferson, Publicity: Cathy Eliot and Tim Heap, Photos: Blair Loughrey, Setconstruetion:
CRASH House). Furthermore,
because of lack of space elsewhere on campus, the house was used for rehearsals, and the play could never have been
produced otherwise.
In addition, we have each benefited largely from our living arrangement Tomention a few examples: Cathy Eliot is doing
an independent video project this semester and is using the house as her set. The bands Gerrymander Bob and The Avenues
have rehearsed in our living room because oilier space was not available, and have stored their equipment in our basement
(equipment which has been lent out to other campus musicians). Shelley Stoehr has had music created/recorded
for three
dance pieces.
We realize that perhaps

the Residential

Life Committee

was simply uninformed

of our activities.

We grant you that this

might be a fault of ours, but it was not one that we recognized. We wish that the committee, feeling discontent with thematic
housing, had called ameeting with us last semester to discuss how we might better avail ourselves to the campus community
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during second semester. We resent that decisions were made behind our backs, without giving us a chance. This may be
part of the reason why thematic housing didn't work (according to SGA) this semester-we
did not receive adequate support from the school (for instance, why weren't we included on campus tours?) The 'Voice" mentioned a survey conducted
of the campus - we question the validity of that survey because the question about thematic housing was listed arbitrarily with other not-relevant questions. People given questionnaires
by their housefellows
tend to give the easiest answers
possible, without researching the questions first. We also argue that thematic housing was not given a chance - it takes
some experimenting,
and more than a single year to explore the full possibilities of anew project. Finally. we feel that while
we may not have accomplished
all of our goals, we have done a great deal more than nothing - which is what will be done
if thematic housing becomes simply senior housing. We feel that because acceptable housing is so limited on campus, the
choice spots should not be decided randomly. Part of the reason our living together as a group worked so well was that we
were not thrown together randomly - we each had a definite reason for being in CRASH House and were committed to

.............IInt_,.
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the house. This gave us a group unity not found in most dorms.
We worked hard last semester coordinating CRASH House, and we have worked hard this year to carry out our goals.
It has become more than a living space - it has become a working space, and an idea space.

THE COLLEGE VOICE

Sincerely,
CRASH House

Jeffrey S. Berman
Publisher

Brian T. Field
Executive

Changes Needed in the
College Community

Karen A. Christofano

Fund

Director,

Associate

Publisher

Letter to the" Voice:"
As a member of the staff here at the College,
article C'Athletic Support, Please," 2/27/90,

it may be somewhat

pg.3) encouraging

inappropriate

that I respond

to Tracy Leavenworth's

faculty to attend sports events here at the College.

however

I feel that her comments bring to issue a somewhat larger problem facing college communities.
First, let me say thatl agree wholeheartedly
with Tracy's comments - therecan be little doubt of the value of friendships
and other non-academic
associations and experiences found outside of the classroom. So often alumni memories are not of
classes and lectures, but of a dinner at a professor's
house, an exciting soccer game on a fall afternoon, or perhaps an
especially entertaining coffeehouse. Community activities contribute to the growth and "wellness" of all its members, and
while responsibilities
to their academic schedule should remain primary, experience and activity in a community is (on my
mind) acrucial partof a liberal arts education. During my undergraduate years my father's advice was that l should becareful
not to let my studies get in the way of my education, and I have always felt this was and is wise advice indeed.
Unfortunately
a group of people living and working together does not necessarily beget a healthy, energetic
motivated community. Thestrains and pressures of an academic schedule leave students.faculty
andstaff with precious
free time. How each individual chooses to utilize that free time is to some
especially younger faculty, it is my understanding
pressure to produce work which will make a name for themselves and
promotion and tenure. Informally referred to as "publish orperish," this

In the case offaculty,

many institutions across the nation.
Also, there is the matter of raises for the established
method
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Founded
David Stewart

faculty.

system,

I believe the College

and I would expect

is currently

attempting

that the administration's

to devise a
definition

of

in the sixties and seventies are finally working their way into the academic domain. Apparently,
biographies

and a collection

of grants under their belts are more valuable

with which to attract students and other faculty as something as intangible
It seems to me that these instiututjons need to decide whethertherole

assets

and "we1lness" of the institution and its members, and if so, to avoid policies which tend to discourage participation
in the
community. This problem also seems to raise the larger question, To whal extent should we compromise
the integrity of
our academic and community life in response to external economic and social pressures?
educational system is the birthplace and caretaker of the intellectual, physical, and communal

(founder)

bears the responsibility

Voice Publishing Group_ AU Rights Reserved

as substantive

anddifficulttornarket
as aclose-knit community.
of the community is important to thedevelopment

1976

William F. Waller (Edilor-in-ChiefEmeritus)
Fernando I".. Espuelas-Asenjo, (l'ublisller 1986-1988 '" Presiden~ Fund)

I~OpJIri-ghle 1990. TIteCollege

via a merit

traditions and foundations of the academic community seem to be giving way to the business and marketing needs of the
modern world. The concepts of cost accounting and monetary efficiency which became popular practice in the business

Director

Rich Stasio

Charles Hibbard

pay increases

extenrdetermined
by the policies of the institution.
that they are finding themselves under increasing
for the institUtion if they are to be considered for
relatively competitive atmosphere can be found at

meritorious behavior will have a profound effect on how the faculty choose to utilize their free time.
The problem facing educational
institutions (especially liberal arts colleges) which Tracy has hit uHOn is that the

Reyna Mastrosimone

Sandy Cederbaum

for distributing

and
little

to set an example.

We need to think and lead, not abdicate

I would like

to think that the
aspects of society, and as such

and conform.

Sinc=ly,
GreggTeHennepe
Minioompuler Specialist

Homophobia is Sexual Harrassment Too

~
~
~
~
_<;

to sexual harassment is a foolish devalued because they perhaps
ality or homophobia in a personal
risk to be taking. The risk of getting have feminine characteristics and
way.
....
expelled or ostracized is also taken lesbians are resented because they
I hope you all took advantage
are sometimes r-=-..:..::.=::..:...='-----'--'---,
when one frolics in such homophobic derision. Evidently these con- seen to have
BGLAD
I'm writing to address one of the
I emp h asize t hat of
d 'IItalc ~
sequences are being outweighed by usurped mascuan WI
e Co
least talked about topics on camhomophobia is a femiadvantage of
the incorrigible need to oppress line prowess.
pus: homophobia. Two freshman
others. I truly pity these bigots.
Howe v e r ,
nistissue, since gay men
other such
roommates in my donn recently
While this homophobia upsets what seems to inare devalued because
opportuniwrote anti-gay slurs on my r-__ tak=e::a:..:.:lo:.:.t::Of=-c:.:o:.:ura=gc:e.:to::c::o:.:m::.e::o::u::tc.:::0f
ties to inme, I am comforted in knowing that
message board one night.
crease sensitivity
they
perhaps
havefemithere is also an increasing level of to gay issues the
crease your
However, this isn't the only
During my Freshman
is that
nine characteristics and
awareness
acceptance of homosexuality in our most
anti-gay harassment I've
year I was walking in the
community. Othertraditionallyophomosexuality is
lesbians are resented
ofsexualmiexperienced at Connecticut
pressed groups empathize with the an inescapable
quad
and someone
because they are somenority issues
College. During my freshand
conalienation, discrimination and haropened a dorm window
man year I was walking in
part of our soeitimes seen to have
assment
of
homosexuals
and
realety
and
of
our
cerns.
Unthe quad and someone
and repeatedly yelled
ize
that
racism,
anti-semitism,
sexpersonal
lives.
usurped
masculine
less
we,
the
opened a donn window and
"educated",
"faggot"
at
me.
ism,
ethnocentrism
..
heterosexism
Given that ten to prowess,
repeatedly yelled "faggot"
at me. I am also aware of '----~
.J and the other"isms" have a com- fifteen percent of '----..... wish to enmon thread. After all, it would bean our society is homosexual, the sure a legacy of bigotry and haired
the homophobic closet and expose
other reported and unreported inciinexplicable hypocrisy to discrimisome of the hatred and prejudice
chances of having a gay friend, for posterity, it becomes our moral
dents of anti-gay harassment pernate
when
one
knows
what
it
feels
that see inside such a venomous
uncle. aunt. cousin. sibling or even- imperative to not tolerate the dispetrated against homosexuals by
like
to
be
discriminated
against.
I
tually perhaps even a gay son or crimination and harassment that
heterosexuals on this campus. Per- hole. The risk of being punished
emphasize that homophobia is a daughter, are too high to think that injures all of us by degenerating
and
forever
having
your
college
petrators of such homophobic harfeminist issue, since gay men are
record note disciplinary action due
humanity.
one will never deal with homosexuassment seem to feel that they will
Nell Feria
Class or 1991

not be punished and their victims
will always be left helpless and demoralized. What they should be
aware of is that there is an increasing level of societal intolerance of
homophobia.
It truly amazes me that such
homophobia is manifested. It must
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Israeli Violence Challenges Student's Values
Glenn Dynner
Class or 1991

Iam an American Jewish college student
spending my junior year studying in Jerusalem, Israel. Although I have been raised a
Zionist and still love the positive things that
Israel stands for, last week I was exposed to
an ugly side of this country.
.
The event I am referring to is the 'Peace
Now' rally, which entailed forming a human chain of Arabs and Jews around the
Old City in Jerusalem. but was brutally
broken up by Israeli police and border patrol soldiers. This is what happened.
My friends and I walked down to the rally
at Herod's gate at about 11:00 in the morning. The day was beautiful and serene, betraying nothing of what was to come. We
walked into the crowd, which was comprised of Arabs, Jews, and, unmistakably,
tourists. Nearly everyone was chanting
'Salama', Arabic for Peace Israeli police
and soldiers observed the proceedings
casually. i even felt slightly embarrassed
and bored: how long could people stand
there shouting 'Salama' before they tired of
it?
Then a crowd of mainly Arabs hoisted up
a little girl holding an olive branch and a
black and white Arab shawl onto their
shoulders. Everyone cheered. Police would
later misconstrue this as the raising of a
Palestinian flag.
To my left, some Arabs formed a circle
and began a dance. It struck meas odd how
much their dance resembled that of Yeshiva
boys at the Wailing Wall on Shabbat,
Suddenly the crowd shrank back. Israeli
soldiers along the wall had their guns
raised. We thought, all right, maybe the
crowd was getting too close to them. But
now the crowd was rushing to the left. I
looked for the cause and saw a line of
soldiers with raised clubs marching in formation straight into the crowd.
That's when I heard the loudspeaker, presumably ordering the crowd to disperse.
They gave us no chance to do it. My friends
and I quickly ducked under the railing, but

suddenly everything went crazy. Tear-gas
Jews. Every time a police van would pass, I and that "demonstrators threw bottles." Neicanisters were fired.a water cannon went off, would tense up from fear. I was crying.
therI nor my friends saw flags or bouleshots were fired, and police and soldiers beThe aftermath wasn't much better. I was
throwing. Ifbottles were thrown, however,
gan running at people with their clubs, beat- sitting in my room when my friends finally
it was after the brutal repression. If flags
ing them indiscriminately. On the balcony
came in. Immediately, I knew they had been
and slogans gave just cause for the police
above me a grinning soldier ,..----:--------.:.--through the action, Israel should stop calling itself a
was firing rubber bullets into
same thing.
democracy.
the crowd out of a machine
I had lost all of my friends.
Both strong
Most discouraging, however, was how
gun!
For all I knew they were
Z ion is t s , thoughtful, intelligent Israelis and ArneriIn a complete daze, I stagstill out there, swallowed
they were
cans I talked to later tried to justify Israeli
gered over to a group of camnow crying.
conduct. Several people argued that what
eramen, thinking I would be
Up by the violence, beaten
Our other
the police and soldiers did was perfectly
safe with them. I realized imUpOrshot. Ifust' wanted to
f r i end,
legal. Even a friend who was injured in the
mediately how ill-conceived
Holly, had demonstration reasoned that given Israel's
that notion was when they all
go home.
been hit by precarious existence, the action was underthrew up their cameras and L---01 a rubber srandable.
started running. !turned torun,
b u I let.
I find nothing legal or understandable in
but there was no place to go! Soldiers had us
Other than that, none of them were hurt.
breaking up a peaceful rally of Arabs, Jews,
surrounded. The tear-gas was really starting
Would this incident even make the news?
and foreign tourists. If peace is ever to be
to sting now.
Well it did make the news. Theheadlines
attained between Arabs and Jews, this raI saw a small crowd swarm into apharmacy
read, "Sixty Hurt at 'Peace Now' Rally tionalizationforunnecessaryviolencemust
on the street side. The store owner was boardPolice are Accused of Using Force Without
cease. There is no doubt that people on both
ing up the door when I dove into the doorway.
Provocation." In the article the police desides are often motivated by hatred and reHe let me in. Now I was in a pharmacy filled
fended their actions, however, claiming that
venge, Therefore, unjustified violence of
with about fifty hysterical Arabs. Everyone
"a section of the crows had held aloft Palesthis kind only exacerbates the entire probwas crying from tear-gas or trauma. NOtieirn,;:g
__ Ufl_' _ian_fl_a-'Cg~s
.,an_d_s_h_o_ut_ed_na_n_'o_n_al_i_st_sl_0-'Cg_an_s
.;,"__ le_m_.
~
-j
the Star of David on my chest, an old
Arab woman started screaming something in my face. A young woman translated, saying, "She says, 'This is how
much the Israelis want peace!'" I tucked
in my star, ready to yank it out again if
the soldiers came in.
I had lostall my friends. For all I knew
they were still out there, swallowed up
bythe violence, beaten up or shot. I just
wanted to go home .. All I could do was
cuss loudly, repeatedly.
After an hour, people began leaving
the store. A woman who spoke English
said. "You can make your escape now!"
I ventured outside. not daring even to
look toward Herod's Gate. A small migration of Arabs. Jews and tourists had
begun. All were covered with green
water from the cannon; all looked ruined
in spirit.
, I walked back to school through East
Jerusalem, the most volatile annexed
area in Israel, I simply felt safer among
Arabs at that moment than I did with
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AIDS Patient Says "Many of Us Are Fooling Ourselves"
by Lau.reo KJaakJa
FeatureslCOllDKtkut View Editor
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~

''If you walked down the street with me
}• and you didn'lImow who I was, you wouldn't
say, 'oil, she has AIDS,'" Alison Gertz told
~ thecrowdatOlivaHallonthenightofMarch
6. And she was right.
The shock and horror of the audience at the
lecture was not caused by anything shocking
or horrible about Gertz herself. Rather, students weredisconcened by the very ordinariness of her presence. The scariest thing about
Gertz was that she could have heen any
student here.
Gertz grew up on Manhattan's Upper East
Side. She attended one of the most prestigious high schools in New York City. She was
on the swim team. She always had a steady
boyfriend. Gertz used the words "normal"
and "average" to describe the first 21 years of
her life.
Two summers ago, Gertz said, everything
changed.
She developed "little flu-like
symptoms" that she could not shake. As the
weeks passed, she began to feel worse, with
virtually constant low-grade fevers and diarrhea After spending three weeks with a
temperature of I02degrees, Gertz entered the
hospital for tests.
This hospitalization,
said Gertz, was
"probably the most difficult thing I've ever
gone through in my whole life." Her doctors
diagnosed her illness as cancer. After three
weeks of painful tests, Gertz was frightened
about the future. Her terror grew when this
diagnosis was proved wrong.
Gertz was elated, therefore, when her doctor finally told her that she had PCP, a form of
pneumonia. Her doctor, however. cried as he
told her. Finally, he explained that PCP is an
AIDS-related illness.
Gertz explained that "it was really almost a
relief-this is going to sound strange-to be
diagnosed with AIDS." After months of
uncertainty, Gertz was glad ID have a final
diagnosis, and her thoughts turned toward
treatment, Then it hit her.
"I said, 'oh my God, I'm going to die, ",
Gertz recalled. Immediately, she entered a
stage of denial.
Gertz's attitude of disbelief was fueled by
her relative good health as she recovered
from PCP. Although she was tired and worn
down, she felt relatively well. She began to
think about her future. '''Life owes me
something, ' I thought," Gertz said, "... all
of the the things that all of us expect to have."
She especially looked forward to marriage
and having children.

8

Gertz's family encouraged her optimism.
She recognized thai "[ was very fortunate
because I had an incredible support system.
.. [ never really felt a stigma of any kind of
isolation."
She also felt lucky to [earn that all of her
ex-boyfriends tested negative for AIDS.
With the full support of her family and
friends, she moved into an apartment one
block from her parents. "I was dealing with
r-r-

Immune Deficiency.
Since the medical
community believed that GRID was reslricted to homosexuals, no precautions
were recommended to preventheterosexua!s
from becoming infected. Pregnancy was the
biggest fear of Gertz and her friends, so they
worried more about birth control than sexually transmitted diseases.
Like pregnancy, however, the contraction
of AIDS affects more than the affected per-, son.
One of the

it on a day-to-day
basis," she stated.
"My
family
completely
fell
apart ...
my
friends were terrified, .. Gertz recalled. They were
threatened by the
fact that Gertz, a
comparatively
conservative.
strictly monogamous

most painful repercussions
of
Gertz's diagnosis
was that "I did
lose
my boyfriend.
He was
frightened . . .
more frightened
oflosing me to the
disease than of
".0:::;"11 geuingthedisease
from me." He
remained a friend
and supporter, but
Gertz was still
stung by his defection.
Despite
such

person,

could contract
AIDS.
Gertz herself
was baffled about
exactly how she
became infected.
When she finally
found 6IJt, it was
by
accident.
When she was 16,
she had become
infatuated with a
Alison Gertz
25-year-old bartender at a club. They were both involved in
serious relationships at the time, but they
became close friends. Two years later, when
they were both available, they were together
for one night They then decided to remain
friends. Seven years later, Gertz found out
she was infected with the AIDS virus. Three
months after her diagnosis, Gertz found out
from a mutual friend that the bartender had
heen bisexual and had died of AIDS two
years previously.
Gertz was quick to remind the audience
that her situation was not too unusual. Even
in an apparently monogamous relationship,
however, "you never can be sure what it is
they're doing when they're not with you."
She added that "many of us are really fooling
ourselves when we think we know what
we're doing."
Education, according to Gertz, is the key.
When she contracted the virus, "AIDS" as
we now know it did not exist At that time,
the disease was called GRID---Gay Related

constant reminders of her condition, Gertz was
"as healthy as a
person with AIDS
can be." Since she
still could not hold
a regular job, she
said, "I had 10 find something else to fill my
time." To counteract the media's nearly
exclusive focus on gay AIDS victims, Gertz
"went into ...a year in the press - it became a
full-time job."
Gertz quickly became a well-known
media personality ... She explained, "Because I chose to tell my story publicly, I was
no longer a private person. . . everybody
seemed to want to find an angle, a reason
that made me different from them.'
Gertz, however, lried to show people that
she was in fact not different-that
precau-

========'"

tions were necessary because anyone can
contract AIDS.

Akbar Speaks at Eclipse Weekend XV
by Alice MJoaln
Ed ..... IaCbHf

Dr. Na'im Akbar, professor of
lclinical psychology at florida
Slate

University

highlighted

Eclipse Weekend XV' with his
leclUre "Blacks in While Colleges: A Psychological Perpective." The weekend was co-sponsaeed by Umoja and Genesis, the
minority student organization at
the Coast Guard Acadarny.
Akbar opened his lecture to 8
half full Dana Hall on Saturday
April 7 with a discussion of the
need 10 "celebrate ourselves, or
we [blacks] will disappear in total
~urity."
He continued by defining the
jproblem with higher education in

America. Akbar stated that mi-

nority students should not expecuo
beeducated, but trained by their institutions. Akbar does not believe
thai training is .8 had thing, as long
as one is aware that il is training.
He insisted that American colleges are modelled after the Eur0pean education system, which alienates those of African descent.
"Your 3.4 [GY.A.] is based upon
your internalizing someone else's
reality as if it were your own," said

Akbar.
Slavery is still alive in Akbar's
opinion. He addressed the black
students, saying "you represent an
anomaly .•. you were never intended 10sil in these hallowed halls
of Conn College .•. exceptio clean
\he floors, maybe, or cut the grass .
• • you were brought there to be

slaves."
To combat these problems he
told the students to utilize their
power. He defined this power as
the
"ability
10 educate
themsleves,' and to take advantage of the training received at
institutions
like Connecticut
College.
Grissel Hodge, director of
Unity House, reacted toAkbar's
speech by saying "as a person
from a minority group to hear ..
. the kinds of things wearemissing is sort of an affirmation.'
"Whal he doesn't know is
Connecticut College is working
to become 8 more diverse community,' said Robert Hampton,
dean of the College, in response
to Dr. Akbar.

Gertz recieved fan mail from servicemen
lauding her courage and stamina, qualities
that are highly valued in the armed services.
Gertz laughed, "I became a pinup girl for all
these Army/ Navy/ Air Forcel Marines
types,"
Gertz also was named Woman of the Year
in Esquire magazine's annual "women we

love" issue.
All of this activity and optimism came to a
halt last October, when Gertz suddenly became very ill. She refused to have a lung
biopsy her doctors recommended because
she feared that she lacked the will to awaken
from general anesthesia. Soon after that, she
found out that her mystery illness was actually caused by AZT, the drug she was taking
for treatment. She was able to switch to DDI,
an experimental new drug, and she began to
recover.
This incident, however, had majorpsychological as well as physical effects. "When I
was in the hospital for the second time,"
Gertz explained, "I really came face to face
with AIDS for the first time." She thought,
"this is hell and I don't want to live like this."
"We all think we're immortal," Gertz realized.
After her recovery, Gertz was grateful for
the connections which allowed her to take the
experimental drug. As a response, Gertz
started Love Heals, a group which raises
funds for direct healing organizations which
assist lower income AIDS patients in accessing expensive new drugs.
Despite the fact that she has remained
healthy since that time, Gertz realizes that a
cure for AIDS is probably not in the near
future. However, she anticipates "an effective paliative" similar to insulin for diabetes
patients.
Gertz reemphasized the importance of
both prevention and testing to combat the
AIDS epidemic. She told the audience, "it's
personal and it's also moral and that's the
only preaching I'm going to do."
She concluded, "If only two of you don't
get AIDS because I came to speak, that's all
I have ID do for the rest of my life ... I have
AIDS, okay, and maybe there's nothing that
can be done about it ...
it stinks, and you
don't need ID be there, so try to protect

yourselves,"

Film Society Expands
Role in Community
by Susan Feuer
Tbe College Voice

The Connecticut College Film
Society has a dual purpose: it is
southeastern Connecticut's
only
revival film theater, and ids a student-run social and cultural arts
group. Josh Meyer, '90, the president of the club, is the head of a 22member organization which presents three movies each week forthe
college and surrounding communities.
The Film Society was established in 1974 by John Knowlton,
professor of art history. Before
1986, the club had no affiliation
with the Student Government Association. From 1986 until 1989
SGA allotted $200 to the Fil';
Society, the minimum amount it
provides to aclub. AI the beginning
of the 89-90 school year, Meyer
submilled a request to the finance

committee for $890. The club was
given a budget of $900, with the
condition that the film society
would receive $450 first semester
pending a December audit. It
would not get the rest of the money
if it was not financially solvent.
Now, for the first time in three
years, the Film Society has not lost
money; its financial situation has
improved. Asa way to raise money.
the society offered season passes
for faculty members for $20. Claire
Gaudiani,'66, president of the college, was one of the purchasers.
The club has been successful
despite a number of obstacles.
Meyer explains, "the audio visual
equipment from the audio visual
room is used for classes, not student
organizations. We have 10 be our
own projectionists-the
school
can't provide them for free." In
addition 10 these problems, much
continued
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Conn Cultivates Earth Day Plans
by Dan Cramer
The CoUege Voice

Connecticut Recycling Coalition, Acting • Voice Publishing Group and SCE. DepartPresident; David Brailey, Health Educator;
ments participating include Human Ecology ,
Wendy Kuntz, '90, Environmental Model
Dance,Botany,Art,Economics,Philosophy

On April 22, 1970,the largest demonstraCommittee; Jodi Sugarman, '90, financial
tion in the world's history, involving over 20
manager of Students for a Clean Environmillion citizens, took place across the United
ment (SCE); and Dan Cramer, '92, presiStates. This demonstration was held to draw
dent ofSCE. This committeehas been workattention to the priority that ecological issues
ing all year to prepare for the days of the
must hold in every aspect of society. It celebration.
They have invited 28 surresulted in the passage of major federal bills rounding communities and towns to participrotecting America's water and air. The pate. Speakers and panels of experts have
event was called Earth Day and smaller ob- been scheduled for the week of April 16-22,
servances have been held every April 22 for discussing everything from environmental
the past 19 years.
ethics to recycling.
Now, twenty years later, not many people Earth Day is an event that will involve almost
think the current
every aspect
state of the enviof the college
ronment is any
'"
even McDonald's, Alf, the
community.
betterthan it was
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and
Claire Gaudiin 1970. Great
ani,
'66,
President Bush are jumping on the
progress has been
pres!id ent 0 f
made in some ar-_
bandwagon and calling themselves
the college,
eas, but more
environmentalists,
has given her
problems, such as
support to the
global warming L-,
""'!
I day. First the
En v i ro n and ozone depletion, have since been dismental Coordinators are sponsoring an encovered. Many more people have become
ergy efficiency contest between dorms
concerned about these issues andare getting
involved. Not only do Audobon Society
throughout April. The Student Government unanimembers have an interest, but even
McDonald's, Alf, the Teenage Mutant
mously endorsed a resoluNinja Turtles and President Bush are jumption proclaiming and suping on the bandwagon and calling themporting Earth Day and are
selvesenvironmentalists.
helping Students for a
This sets the stage for what will be truly
Clean Environment by cirthe world's largest demonstration, the twenculating petitions and lettieth anniversary of Earth Day on April 22,
ters to our elected officials.
1990. Many countries around the globe
These letters askfor a larger
share of the state governwill participate, involving an estimated 100
million people. In the United States, over 30
ment's bodget to be allocated to the Department of
million people will partake in the awareEnvironmental Protection.
ness, activism, and festivities that are part of
On a national level, the letEarth Day.
ters call for the strongest
Connecticut College is the Earth Day centerforsoutheasternConnecticut
Aspartof
possible Clean Air Act.
an attempt to emphasize that Earth Day
Student groups involved
with plans for Earth Day
should be every day, in terms of our awareinclude La Unidad, POWR,
ness of ecological issues, the school is holding a full two weeks of activities. There is a
MOBROC, WCN!, SNAP,
the new animal ,rights
committee in charge of Earth Day composed of Sally Taylor, head of the Human
group, student performers,
Ecology department; Charles Enders, '87,
Ornithology Club, Connecticut Rainforest Action
Chair and Groton Recycler; Toby Goodrich,
Group, SAC, The College

'i:
~

.§'

Anyone interested in finding out more •
about Earth Day or helping should contact a ~
committee member. The worldwide observance of the twentieth anniversary of Earth -~
Day, as well as the events scheduled to take ::;
place at Connecticut College this month will

and Music. Harkness Chapel and surrounding religious institutes will besponsoring sermons about stewardship of the environment
and ringing their bells to
welcome the day. Local
environmental groups
Earth Day is an event that will
and businesses are invited to set up booths to
involve almost every aspect of
distribute information
the college community.
or sell environmentally
sound products during
the eco-fair which will
be held the afternoon of
April 22 on Harkness
Green. This event will stresspersonal responsibility, general awareness, and fun.
The weekfollowing the actual Earth Day
will include more student-run activities,
such as two panels of local environmentalists discussing the Thames River and other
issues. April 24 is Animal Rights Day, April
27 is Arbor Day and the week wraps up on
April 29th with The Great Hunger Cleanup.
Information about all these events will be
available in advance.

=r

have a posi- '-'
tive, long- ~
lasting impact on the
world.

Be aware!

Be involved!

Support Earth D
ay
1990,
r-::-::==;:::;::::;:;;;::;::=-:::::----:::=::=::;;=;;:::::~;::====:7.~:::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;~

SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS

if you are a college
undergraduate or a qualified
adult, send for your free
information and application
to:
YALE UNIVERSITY

YALESUMMER AND SPECIAl. PROGRMIS
')3 Wall Street-e-Dept. CPI
PO BOX 214')
NEW HAVEN, cr06')20
(203) 4322430

~
~

On Saturday, April 7, forty Connecticut College students and forty-five
3~to.12-year.old children from the New London area participated in
"April Fool's Fun and Games."
Although a surprise snowstorm moved
the event to the Park dormitory living room, the children enjoyed an
Easter egg hunt, a visit from the Easter bunny, a pinata, and other games.
Kris Rizzo, '92, Jen Hall, '92, and Lida Willey, '93, organized the event,
. which was sponsored by the freshman and sophomore classes.
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Local Fisherman Speaks About Sound
.!l
~
•
~
~

l

dinner table is not heard in Hartford
orAlbany ... peoplecareabouuhe
Amazon but this is our backyard,
this is where we can make a differ-

necticut, In 1914 the shellfish
conunission issued a warning
about industrial and municipal
Stewardship of the environment
waste, but the industry did not prowasthetherneofaleetureahoutthe
ence.'
teet itself. Instead, health lines
Long Island Sound given by Terry
"Nothing is more potent than a
were drawn around some of the
Backer at the Mystic Mar- ;::.:.:~_...:.:.:.:::::"'....::..:::.:.:~:::==-=cc-cc- __ --,
most productive areas.
inelife Aquarium on March
That 'solution' is still
10. Backer, a third-genera"Legislators legislate in a
being used today, said
tion fisherman, is executive
void ... butthis is our backyard,
Backer. "We are drawdirector of the Long Island
ing lines and closing
Soundkeeper Fund, and acts
this is where we can make a l areas, " he continued.
as a watchdog for the sound,
ference. "
"My grandfather would
tracking both pollution and
say, 'If I knew,l would
the response of legislators to
- Terr. .~acker
have done something.'
sound issues.
He acted out of igno"Nature does not respect
ranee but we act out of
political boundaries," saidBacker.
handwritten letter ... and you," arrogance."
He continued to explain that actions
Backer continued, pointing at the
In the sixties, Backer continued,
taken in onepartofthe sound affect crowd of 200 people, "are an im- "we started out like sprinters in a
the whole. Long Island Sound is a portent part of the process. It will
marathon, but clean water takes a
single ecosystem. For example, not be the kooks in canoes like
long-term commiument.'
H,
New York City's sewage harms myself that will effect change ... it
warned that "we have become suo
local waters, affecting the sniped has to be everyone in this room and
permarketized, and have forgotter
bass,atypeoffishwhichisnativeto
business too."
that food comes from the first six
the Hudson, which has been caught
Backer also warned that "every
inches of soil and clean water."
off of the Norwalk coast,
generation is leaving less behind it
Backer explained that we only
Backer stressed the responsibilfor those that follow." As an exstarted looking at the sound seriity of citizens to do their jobs and ample, he pointed out that at the ously four years ago during the
work to save the sound. "Legisla- turn of the century the shellfish inhypoxia scare. At that time, fifty
tors legislate in a void," Backer dustry was the single largest
percent of the sound's water was
said. "Tbedebate that goes on at the moneymaker in the state of Conunable to support the full range 01

dif

Film Society Grows
4
a screen. We'd like to show movies four to
of the equipment is old and breaking down or five times a week and have more cultural and
has missing parts. The club does not have a European classics," he says.
screen on which toprojectmovies. Instead.it
The Film Society now presents a mix
must use a white wall. The equipment does including both recent and classic American
not match the current audio system. "The films. These range from children's films to Xsound is better [than it previously was] but rated films. There is no category that theFilm
not perfect," explains Meyer.
Society will not play. "We show anything we
Meyer submitted a "wish list" to SGA at feel like," said Meyer.
the end of January asking for equipment the
The movies draw a variety of people.
organization needs. Among the requests are Meyerestimates thatabout20% of the people
two new projectors and aCinemaScope lens. who attend the showings are from off-camSGA has agreed to buy the lens.
pus. For example, the November showing of
Meyerexplains that his two goals for the "Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory"
Film Society are to get first rate equipment attracted everyone from mothers and kids to
and to improve the schedule. "We want to .. college students. "Willy Wonka" was the
have agood semester this spring. One day. we most successful movie so far this year. "Most
would like to buy audio visual equipment and people come to the movies at one time or
cOllllll"!fOMpa,e

life. Billions of gallons of sewage,
Backer then elaborated on ancontaining organic and inorganic
other problem occurring in the
nutrients, caused a plankton popuLong Island Sound. "We have a lot
lation explosion. When these tiny
of wetlands," he said. "It's arnazplants and animals died and deing how many developers consider
composed, the process used up
them swamps ... [filled with). ..
large amounts of oxygen. Accord- stinking,roUingmud ... well,stinking to Backer, this nearly asphyxiing, rotting mud does a lot of good
ated the sound.
for us."
Backer stressed that as more and
Throughout his talk, Backer fremorematterisgoingintothesound,
quently returned to the theme of
"the stuff that held organic matter citizen involvement. "Anything
back in the forest is no longer there that is protected is only protected
... and these sediments use up until someone gives you a permit
oxyge n.' The shallow water areas for it," Backer said. He added that
are being threatened. Backer com- government is often ineffective bepared these first sixty yards of water cause of political considerations.
rt~o~th::e~A~m~azo~~n::ian~ta1~'
n~f~o::re::::s~t.,-'-,'T:.:h~e,--..:H.::e:..::a.::sk::ed:::...:th=,e
audience, "Can a
governor
send
" ••• [Ijt will nor be the kooks in
the DEP to sue a
canoes like myself who will eftown during an
election year? .
feet change .• it has to be everyCitizens are irnone. "
portant and boost
-Terry Backer
things along .. we
have an opportunity to leave the
ocean is a desert compared to the
sound better than we found it ... I
edges ... the ed~e is where everyam a steward. Are you?"
thing is done ... on these sunlit
mudflats the bacteria can do a lot,"
Backer continued.

was a production assistant for a Sports Illustrated swimsuit model workout video.
Meyer gets the society's films from national distributors, which are licensed to distribute movies from producers. Film Incorporated and Swank are the two biggest distributors and own 90% of movies made in
America. He says there is no film he cannot
find. He recently found a 1968 version of
"War and Peace" that was made in Russia.
He located the rare film in a warehouse in
New Jersey. He explains, "It was only shown
twice in the last ten years, the last time to
Woody Allen." Meyer says instead of having favorite movies, he has favorite directors. Sergio Leone and Stanley Kubrick are
two of them. The Film Society is showing
two of Leone's films this semester, "Once
Upon a Time in America" and "The Good,
the Bad, the Ugly.'Two of Kubrick's films
were "2001," shown in February and "The
Shining," shown last Thursday evening.
Meyer feels the film society "doesn't
have one bad film." He urges people to come
to all of them. Although Meyer'sjobcan be
frustrating, when there are no projectors to
show the movies, he also feels it is very
rewarding. "1 take my job very personally.
I'm honored when people come to movies
and upset when they don' I."

another. We would like more people to come
however," Meyer stressed. The Film Society
publishes its movie schedule in The New
London "Day," The "Bullerin," "The
Hartford Courant," "Connecticut Magazine," and "The New York Times." The club
currently shows limited foreign films because there is not a large draw for them.
However, it does show some older films such
as "Lost Horizon" and "Battleship Potemkin, a silent film from 1925.
Meyer describes the Film Society as "a
friendly group of students who present a film
series to thecollege and surrounding communities." He emphasizes that anyone is welcome to join. Meyer believes that the club is
a "real business. Members deal with ordering
the films, marketing them, publicity and finance."
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Two Conn Students in Process of 127-Hour ;
Frisbee Marathon to Reclaim World Record ~
-i
event is a fundraiser for the Drop-in Learning Center in New London, an organization
designed to encourage children to read and
st3yoffthestreets.
The duo hope to raiseapproximately $2000 through pledges from
students, faculty and members of the New
London community.
A few weeks ago, the students practiced
by staying awake for an entire weekend, and
the results were good. "We are both very

by Haden R. Guest
The College Voice

Since Thursday, April 10, Connecticut
College students, Rich Hannah, '91, and
John Fischer, '91, have gotten very little
sleep. The two students are currently attempting to break the world record for the
two-person Frisbee marathon.
In 1988, the record of 118 hours and 36
minutes was set by Fischer and Jeremy
Tubbs, '89. Their record was broken in
1989 by students at Trinity College in Hartford, who threw a Frisbee for 121 hours and
20 minutes.
Fischer said, "a lot of the motivation for
setting a new world record comes from the
fact that it was Trinity, our traditional rival,
who broke our last record."
He added, "although there will be a lot of
press, that is just the icing on the cake. We're
going to set a new record for the pure satisfaction of doing it, not to become famous."
According to the rules set by the World
Flying Disk Federation the two must stand
14 meters apart at all times, and no more

confident

Rich Hannah, '91, in Frisbee action at start of marathon

than 30 seconds can pass between throws,
After every hour they are allotted five minutes of rest time which can be accumulated.
Hannah and Fischer plan to play for 42

hours without stopping; they will gain three
and a half hours to rest and prepare for the
remaining seventy-two plus hours needed.
In addition to the record attempt, this

Stressing flexibility, Joseph Tolliver, dean of student
life, decided to allow both senior and thematic candidates equal opportunity in the application process for school community together.
The current thematic houses are the Sign Lanthe special interest housing at 130 Mohegan A venue
and North Cottage.
guage House, the Creative Arts House and the
The Residential Life Committee had voted to make Harkness wing of Campus Outreach Opportunity
the houses senior space on the prem ise that the current League. Students from C.O.O.L. did not think any
trends of seniors moving
of their accomplishments
off campus needed to be
this year came from their
living situation.
addressed.
This year, a
'We are not out to kill thematic
Representatives
of the
larger percentage of senhousing and never were ... we
Sign Language and Creaiors have moved off camtive Arts Houses both felt
want to see the numbers, what
pus than last year.
strongly
that thematic
At an informational
themes weget and where we can
housing should be continsession for interested applug people in. '
ued. Their main argument
plicants, Tolliver said,
was that they needed an
"we are not out to kill theopportunity
to increase
matic housing and never
. Joseph Tolliver,
were."
He added, "we
awareness.
Both houses
dean of student life
want to see the numbers,
felt that they needed time to
what themes we get and
interact with each other
~-- ..... and form a focus before
where we can plug people 'o
in."
Tolliver said one important consideration would be
whether the themes needed to be in one of the houses to
exist. He mentioned the possibility of having thematic
clusters or wings in dormitories.
According to thedean, one theme forenvironmentaJly
-conscious housing was submitted before the deadline
on April 2. Three requests for senior housing were also
received. "Each of the four will be considered on their
merits," said Tolliver.
This issue was debated at the Student Government
Association meeting before spring break. The SGA
meeting on March 7 was primarily devoted to ·the
question of whether the decision should be reconsidered
by the Residential Life Committee.

presenting their ideas to \he community as a unit.
Tolliver expressed some of his views on the issue
before the Assembly voted: He explained that the
Residential Life Committee's main question was,
"how can we keep thematic housing and still accommodate the seniors?" He emphasized that the
decision was not final.
The Assembly voted 13-10-3 against the Residential Life Committee's origin-al decision.
Other special interest housing includes Black. stone, Knowlton, Abbey, quiet floors, Warnshuis
Infirmary and multiple upperclassmenrooms.
The
results of all special interest housing applications
will beposted outside the Office of Student Life on
Wednesday, April II.

...

our goal

and get into the 'Guiness Book;" said Hannah. "My only concern is that Trinity will
try and break our new record before the end
of the year," he added.
Hannah and Fisher have set their goal at
approximately 126 to 128 hours. If they
break the world record, they will finish on
Tuesday at 11:36 p.m.
They hope to continue throwing the frisbee untilS or6 p.rn, to make it more difficult
for someone to break their record.
Hannah and Fischer are playing on the
quad green from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. At night
and during poor weather, the two play in the
Crozier-Williams gym.

Culbertson
Pledges to
Focus on
Endowment
Increase

SGA Votes Against Committee's Decision
Supporters for senior housing explained that
there is not enough awareness of thematic accomplishments, and they expressed the concern that thematic housing is not favored by the students at large.
These students believe that giving the housing options to seniors would prevent many of them from
moving off campus and would aid in keeping the

?
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Tolliver Emphasizes Flexibility
in Thematic Housing Issue
by Suzanne Pinto
The College Voice
and
Sarah HunUey
News Editor

that we can accomplish

.0

°
Steve. CDlberlliOn

from Hamilton College in 1979
by Colby Ramsey

Tbe College Vol<e

Sleven Culbertson, the new vice
presidentof development, began his
responsibilities on March 1, pledging to make his top priority an in-

crease in endowment.
The current endowment of thirtyfive million dollars is much lower
than Culbertson's
goal of one
hundred million dollars,
The vice president of development works with Claire Gaudiani,
'66, president ofthecollege, and the
Board of Trustees to develop and
establish priorities of the college.
"External fundraising of the college from alumni, foundations, and
corporations are the tradiliona1 duties of vice-president for development," said Culbertson.
The new vice president saressed
the need to encourage support from
alumni, saying, "it's tmportant to
seek money from constituents." He
added, "we cannot survive without
alumni support."
Culbertson would also like to
increase donations from corporations and foundations to meet his

goal.
Although thisisCulbertson's first
position at an educatiorial institution, he has fundraising experience.
Previously, Culbenson worked for
Sumner Rahr and Company, a Chicago-based fundraising consulting
firm as virepresident from 1982 to
1990. Culbertson received a B.A.

with adouble major inFrench and
English,
Culbertson said that he is eager
to focus on Connecticut College.
"I've worked with many colleges
but it's an intriguing responsibility to have stepped away and
work with only one institution:
he said, adding, "it allows me to
use skills I've picked up over the

years."
According to Culbertson, ConnecticutCoUege had been aclient
ofSumnerRahrand
Cornpany for
six to eight months. The firm
works with colleges 10 "build up a
program of new initiatives and
consistency: said Culbertson.
He cited three particular projects in need of funding. "The
International Studies Program,
the High School Summer Program ,and the new College Center
arearnonga fewofthenew initialives President Gaudiani is interested in funding:
said Culbertson.
Praising the work of the truslees, Culbertson said, "I am very
impressed with the work on Strategic Planning so far by the Board
of Trustees ... it's in keeping with
the besteducationa1 institutions."
Culbertson replaces Jane Bredeson, the secretary of the college, who served as acting vice
presidcnt of devclopment during
the search.

NEWS
Trustees Approve Four Faculty Promotions
of religious studies; Arthur Ferrari, associate professor of
sociology; and Sheryl Y cary, associate professorof physical

education.
Althouse, a member of Connecticut College faculty since
1970, is a 1965 graduate from Harvard University with a
doctorate from Yale University in 1971.
Regarding his performance as "a dual role of performer
and scholar," Althouse is the director of the Chamber Choir
at Connecticut College, whose recent productions include a
fall concert of twentieth century music as well asa performance of Beethoven's ninth symphony for the twenty-fifth
anniversary ofPaImer Auditorium.
Althouse has published articles in the "American Record
Guide" since 1976, where he has also served as executive
director. He stated that "listening very critically and carefully and then writing for uninformed readers makes me a

u

better performer."
Ferrari earned his bachelor's degree from State University
of New York (Albany) and doctorate from Yale University
in 1970. He has been a member of Connecticut College

cuse
by Cathy Ramsey
The College Voice

In recognition of "excellence in teaching ability, scholarship and service," four faculty members at Connecticut
College have received promotion to the rank of professor,
said Julie Quinn, director of college relations.
The Board of Trustees approved the promotions of the
following associate professors: Paul Althouse, associate
professor of music; Eugene Gallagher, associate professor

ugene

a ag er

Yeary recently published an article in "Advantage" magazine entitled "Bridging the Student-Teacher Age Gap."
Yeary reports her accomplishments
as a tennis playeras
"my ranking in women's tennis in New England for the past
twelve years, lhree times at the number one position in the
thirty-five and over and the forty-five and over divisions."
Her excellence as a coach is made manifest by her 182-150
record as tennis, squash and volleyball coach.
These promotions are effective beginning with the 1990-

faculty since 1970.
The founding director of the High School Students AdvancementProgram,
Ferrari has been trained in psychotherapy, group therapy and family therapy.
Ferrari said, "1 pursued my master's degree in clinical
social work from the University of Connecticut from 1984 to
1988."
"1am editing a publication to appearthis fallon an incident
on deviance and racism within a small group," he said.
Gallagher joined the department of religious studies at
Connecticut College in 1978. He graduated from La Salle
College in 1972 and received his doctoral degree in history
of religion from the University of Chicago in 1980.
Gallagher was acting dean of the college in 1986-1987 and
is presently a member of several college committees, such as
the Faculty Steering and Conference Committee and the
Educational Planning Committee.

1991 academic

year.

"Amazing Grace: Understanding Religious Conversion,"
written by Gallagher,

"is due tocome out this calendar year,"

he said.
0
He has also published articles in the "Encyclopedia of -;;
Eariy Christianity," including "Magic."
~
Yeary has served as the women's tennis tearn coach for '"

.
~
mneteen years and coach of the women's squash team for three years. Sheearnedhermaster'sdegreefrom
sity of Massachussetts
in 1971.

the Univer-

Arthur Ferrari

He's Back!
Faculty Fellows Inaugural Dinner

Pratt Returns to Conn Campus
Coruinuedfrom

p.L

happen again.
In Febuary, however, he violated
this agreement Thus, both November's trespassing charges and the
new complaints were held against
him.
On March 5, the day of his arraignment, Pratt was again found
on campus in the Shain Library.
This time he approached Thompson, who was working at the reserve desk, and ,---'~------~

I don't think [Pratt]
h h
IS angry aft esc 001,
but just lonely and
confused.'

started to talk to
her.
Said
Thompson,
"My
first reaction was
to get really mad.
1 really wasn't as
scared as I was
angry that this

The Inaugural dinner for faculty fellows was held in Harris on Monday, April 2. The program is designed to encourage better relations
between faculty, staff and students. Two working members of the
coUege community have been assigned to each dormitory.

seemed uncomfortable
and out of
place at Connecticut
College, 1
don't think he ever really fit in," she
recalled. Although they only spoke
to each other once during a walk to
the post office, Pratt asked Thompson if she would date him. She
politely declined.
"I think Pratt came back to me
because I had been nice to him
when we were in the same class. 1
don't think he is

'
•

-

Isabel Thompson, '90

guy was following me around."
Campus Safety officials escorted
Pratt from the library and handed
him over to the New London police ..
During her sophomore year here,
Thompson had taken a class with
Pratt on the Italian Renaissance.
"I
rememberhimaskindofanerd.
He

angry
at the
school, but just .
lonely and confused,"
said
Thompson.
On March 16,
during
spring
break, Pratl returned to cam-

pus.
Campus Security officers
found Pratt sitting in the living
room of Wright dormitory at 9:45
p.m. He was escorted off campus
by the New London police and
charged with trespassing.
Pratt will be tried for his numerous trespassing
and breach of
peace charges on April 17.

NEWS
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South African
Holocaust Survivor;
Relates Experiences!

Editor/Writer
·
lscusses
D
Free dom 0f
the Press

byStepbanleLulz
TbeCoUegeVoke

Alicia
Appleman-Jurman
swore on her brother's gravetbatif
she survived <ffie holocaust she
would share the'story of her family. That is exactly what she did at
Connecticut College on Saturday
morning, March 31 at a lecture
and brunch sponsored by Chavurah.
All memhersof Appleman-Jurman's family were killed in the
Holocaust, Her horror began at
the age of nine, when her father

'The press will have to
fight for every inch of
the freedom. '
- Anthony Heard

While delivering a lecture on
AprilS titled, "Free Expression in
the deKlerk-Mandela Era," Anthony Heard, a former editor of
"Cape Town Times," shared his
experiences and reactions to recent developments in South Africa.
Heard was dismissed from his
job in South Africa two years after
an arrest for publishing an interview with Oliver Tambo, the
leader of the African National
Congress.
He spent this fall semester at
The University of Arkansas as a
Fulbright scholar, where he taught
journalism. Heard is currently in
the process of writing a book to he
published by the University of
Arkansas Press.
Heard opened his lecture with
an overview of basic history and

human race. "
Heard described the various
sources of media in South Africa
and thier impact on the freedom
movements. The government exerrs considerable control of the
press, and progress cannot be made
unless many of the restrictions are
lifted. Radio and television are
mostly all state-controlled. Heard

current events in South Africa. He
summarized the staggering events
that have taken place duringrecent
months. People have been allowed
to return from exile and numerous
political prisoners have been released, including Nelson Mandela,
Despite these steps, however,
Heard was emphatic that the "pillars of apartheid remain." He
noted the existence of the Popula-

was shot intoa
grave
along
with 600 other

tion Register which records races,
the Group Areas Act, the separate
state schooling policy, and the racially-divided parliamentary system.
He added that the attitudes toward segregation have existed for
over seven hundred and fifty years,
increasing since 1948. Heard explained that the ruling parliament
believed that the people would
fight, if they were not separated.
Although Heard commented that
South Africa "sticks out like a sore
thumb as being the only whiteruled country in Africa," he optimistically expressed his belief
that "we will return and join the

by Suzanne Pinto
The College Voice

noted, however. that there is now a
much broader variety of newspapers, including those backed by the
government, interest groups and
liberal opposition. Blacks comprise about half of the readership of
established newspapers.
Heard helieves that there is reason for hope for change in
deKlerk's actions toward the media He acknowledged that, at-

A BOOKSHOP FOCUS
ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Beginning

'My generation wrote a
tragic page in history. I
hope you write your
page with love.'

0=\] ~
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April 9th
"New London."
- Reed Berkowitz, '90, candidate for Young Alumni Trustee, responding to a
Voice reporter, who asked, "Where do you see the college in the next five years?"
"I can't really say [ know her very well, which may be more of a problem for her than
me,"

- Niels Rinehart, '91, candidate for SGA president. referring to Carla Munroe, '90,
SGA president, in a Voice interview

items

The Senior EnglIsh Majors with a concentration
in creative
writing
wIll be giving a readIng on Wednesday, Aprll II at
8:00 p.m. in the Ernst Commons Room.
PamDuerel
DanaPierce
Ertc Barnes
MelindaPolk

Hosted by Nell Pergament. who will not be telling
Refreshments will be served.
It"ll be good. It'll be fun.
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After
tlhe
war, A pp eman-Jurman
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• Earth care stationary, school
supplies, cards, and gift wraps

GeriMolitor
CaroltneOudin
PamLittle
KristinLofblad

put in a sack. Because she had typhoid fever, the Germans thought
sh e was d ea.d A pp Ieman- J unnan
wasburiedalongwiththedead,but
acouplewhofelttbatherbodywas;p
wann returned after the Nazis had
left and risked their lives by exhuming her and nurturing her hack
to health.
"There was incredible bravery
during the war. People took tremendous risks to help others, especially children. And children
would risk their lives going into
town to get food for the family,"
Appleman-Junnansaid.

though, there still has not been a
men.
Applewent with other
substantial decline in censorship,
man - J u r man
orphans back to
deKlerk ended the harsh restraints
was an orphan
Israel.
She
of the "Government Gazette:" The
by the age of
-Alicia Applemanthought
that
government previously gaged
thirteen.
Jurman,
when she got
what the press could publish by the
ApplemanAuthor
there; her expeamount of unrest.
Jurman
exriences
with
Heard praised the First Amendplained that, although many Jews fighting would he over, but the
ment of the United States, saying
tried to escape, the options were not strife between Israel and Palestine
that the guarantee of free expresavailable. "They [Nazis] wouldkill
had hegun. She participated in the
sian allows a nation to become "an
you if you ran into the forest and effort.
open-ended country with the freethey would kill you if you stayed in
Appleman-Jurman is not bitter
dom to grapple with your probtown," she said. Of the 40,000
and says she does not hate anyone;
lems and wrestle with your mispeople who lived in Applemanhowever, she is fearful of a reunitakes."
Jurman's town, only four survived fied Gennany. She described the
Heard predicted that the progthe war.
Nazis as "educated professionals
ress offree speech in South Africa
Appleman-Junnan told of the who murilered by choice. r saw
will come slowly because, "the
time she found her favorite brother, them shoot helpless habies in the
press will have to fight for every
Zachary, hung in a tree. She sat mouth," Appleman-Jurman said.
inch of the freedom."
under her dead brother and an SS
Appleman-Jurman is committed
Heard concluded his lecture
man put a gun to her head. She to improving the welfare of people.
explaining that "the foundation for
stayed there because she wanted to "My generation wrote a tragic page
a free society in South America
be with her brother. The man did in history. I hope you write your
should be set now." He fears that
not shoot.
page with love," she concluded.
the white minority who guarantee
"I wished that morning that the
Appleman-Jurman spent three
rights for only themselves now
sun would not shine to match the years, working thirteen hours a
would be penalized later.
darkness in my heart," she recalled. day, on a book about her life, The
At the end of the lecture, Heard
Appleman-Jurman
barely es- book is called "Alicia: My Story,"
answered the audience's questions
caped death and risked her life to and it received the Christopher
and praised American newspasave others countless times. On one award in 1989.
pers' coverage of the realities of
occasion she was beaten badly and
South Africa but ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,
expressed hope
that the issue
will be discussed
and
broadcasted further.

." Special book collection

• Other related
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Jokes.

"We want the place to vibrate a little bit, so people can sign their checks at the end of
the day."
- Claire Matthews, dean of admissions, in an address to SGA concerning
the upeoming Open House for accepted students
"The major newspaper is only a tiny bit bigger than 'Dateline,"
- Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of the college, describing her observations of the
media in the Soviet Union
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Larrabee
f SNET Wins Project Bid
Sewage Pipe
~
Overflows
~
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by Sarah Huntley
News Editor

~I-------e-lionOll
the newtelecommunicaIians JYSIl'IIl is 'weII ahead of scbedule;

-

JG.

The overflow of a clogged pipe in Larrabee on Friday
night forced several students to consider alternative housing arrangements.
y.~
Around 8 p.rn. on Friday, the drain in the floor under the
.
I
carpet of Larrabee 012 backed up, spewing water into that
room, adjacent areas and the basement bathroom.
The water, which originated from a pipe in the bathroom,
contained "human waste," said Anne Palmgren, '93, Larrabee resident.
Joseph Tolliver, dean of student life. explained that staff
wet-vacuumed and disinfected the floors. The drain was
then unclogged, and the cause of the flood was discovered.
Twelve tampons were stuck in the pipe. Tolliver said,
"the old pipe systems cannot handle tampax." He plans to
....:........:...._-=-~ post simple reminders in bathrooms to make people aware
of this fact.
and computer data. Dormitory common rooms will be wired
Tolliver said that the college was prepared to reimburse
for video and each room will have a data port hookup for
those students who had property damaged. He has asked
personal computers allowing students roaccess the academic
the residents to make a list of expenses, including moving
minicomputer network directly.
fees and phone reinstallation.
Currently students can access this network via a modern
Katie Bowers, '93, resident of room 012. said, "[my
which affords students admission lOmany services including
roommate] and I were very lucky. A lotof our appliances
electronic mail and the automated library catalog. Work on
were off the floor:'
the data network is scheduled for spring of 1991.
She did express some disappointment that the adrniniTbe administtation has asked the campus to consider the
stration had not offered her or her roommate a place to
consrruction lOP priority. In an open letter, Gaudiani said,
sleep on Friday night.
"while some disturbance from drilling. digging and other
Tolliver said that he was not aware that more than one
normal activities associated with construction may be expe. room of students had to be relocated until Saturday mornrienced during the projecl, Iask that you each accept some ining. Two students were given temporary accomodations.
covenience as part of the cost of entering a new era in comStudents have been given the option of moving into
munications and tecbnelogical support at the college."
empty single rooms in Marshall and Park dormitories. Tolliver and Daphne Williams. director of residential life,
were able to find rooms close to each other to accomodate
the freshmen.
Tolliver said "the students have the choice. butmy guess
is that most of them will move:'
Some of the students were concerned about moving to
these rooms, particularly those on one floor of Marshall,
which has a reputation of two loud residents.
Apparently, two of the residents have been brought
before the Judiciary-Board because of noise complaints.
Tolliver confirmed this, saying, "two residents have been
Safety Committee and the Campus Safety Delems we've had have been minor."
specifically warned about excess noise ... and have already
partment
must
assess
the
success
ofthe
locks
beAccording to de la Uz, obtaining
byWyanLowe
been
brought before J-Board."
fore
finalizing
plans
to
install
them
in
remaining
the combination is no problem.
The Coli,&, Vola
He
said that he has requested that the two students be
on-campus housing.
"We can give itoutto students and
considerate of their potential new neighbors.
According to Tolliver, Trinity College, a peer
Tbe combination safety locks faculty, just not to the Dominos'
At this point in time. Katherine Buenaventura, '93, Atinstitution, uses ·a similar syslem. "I went to
lbat were installed on Windham Pizza man." she said.
lantic Page. '93. and Bowers have moved. Palmgren and
Trinity, which uses the same combination locks.
Joseph Tolliver, dean of student
and Knowlton dormilOry doors
her roommates, Bonnie Silberstein. '93. and Jennifer
It's worked for them for the past fifteen years."
during spring break seem to be life, has received no complaints
Boyd, '93, are still undecided.
successful. Resident feedback has thus far. "I checked with the govSigns were posted in the Crozier- Williams Student
ernors and housefellows of Windbeen generally positive.
Center and iu Larrabee hallways on Saturday night readBORROW $100-$1 OO,OOO!
According to Tamara Michel, ham and Knowlron, and the canInstant replyl
ing, "Larrabee Basement: Tradition and Excrement:'
Rushed stamped addressed
Palmgren expressed satisfaction. saying that once ques'90. housefeUow r-----------~
sensus is very
envelope: Financial-I
tions were answered, "Dean Tolliver was very helpful ...
of Windham and 'We can give [the combipositive.
It
Drawer I BB3, Alabast~r,
and did all he could to reassure us that everything was our
Alabama 35007
member of the nation] out to students
seemedlOmelO
decision:'
Campus Safety andfaculty,just not to the
be reasonably
8lXOIdiDg III Tom MakofsIcc. direckJr of
compnti"ll and information services.
The sysIaII. which is being insla11ed by
SouI/lem New EnglaDd Telepbooe. is
scbeduled 10 becompleled by Seprember I.
;
MItofske praised physical plant and.~
<:ampUSsafety for llteit cooperation with ~
SNET 011 this project.
,lJ
The enhanced phone service will cost <3
each SlUdent $250 per year: which is about!!
$20 more than the current cost lOstudents. 5
The college will provide each room with a ~
rdepbone with features including call for'IIIIIdiaI.conference calling and free voice
memging. Security will also be enhanced SNETlnJck
tbrough speed calling lOcampus safety wbo will be able to
detamine the call's origin.
~
TbecoUegeanticipaleslbat Iongdistancecalls will be less
elqlCllSivewith lite new system. Long distance bills will be
paid directly lOlite college at a reduced rate.
SNET woo lite COlIlraCl, which is estimaled at over $3
miIJiao, in a bidding process.
Claire Oalldiani, '66. president of lite college, is on the
bolIdofdireclorsatSNET; bowever.sbe·wasnotinvolved
in any oflltediscussions [concezning the bid]; stated Julie
QulDa, public relations director.
Oaudianiconfirmed thisandadded. '1was one of the few
peql!eOll<:ampUSwbodidnotknowwbatkindofsystemwe
wooId have •.. our lint objective was lO obtain lite best
sysiIcm with lite best maintenance at lite best price."
The new syslCIII will evenwaIly be able 10 bandle video

:I~
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Windham and Knowlton Dorms
Test Combination Locks

Committee,

Dominos' Pizza man. '

more

secure.

"The students
butlmustsb'eSS
pretty much like
_ Michelle de la Uz, '90, that it's early."
[the locks]. I'm
A It h 0 ugh
housefellow of
happy we have
Windham and
Knowlton
Knowlton are
th·ern smce before there were
located next to
doors broken and people banging one another, this was not the reason
on doors because they dido't have for choosing them as experimental
keys."
dormitories. According to TolMichelle de Ia Uz,'90, housefel- liver, "we needed two dissimilar
low of KnowllOn, shares these dorms: one large and one medium.
sentiments. "So far the locks are Also, both dorms have had probworking great. People aren't prop- lerns with intruders."
ping lite doors and the only probTolliver said that the Campus

Voice Magazine is looking

for qualified individuals
following
positions:

Essays/Reviews
Editor
News Editor
New London/ Features Editor
Fiction Editor
Photography
Editor
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE APRIL 16
PLEASE PIC" ONE UP TODAY IN CRO 212

to fill the

NEWS
Freshmen Debate
SGA Confirms
Environmental Issue Results Despite
Problems

ing with the environmental concern. thought that the mugs were a
"conservatory use of plastic." BerIn the wake of environmental
man pointed out that the mugs
concerns. a special freshman Class
could be used repeatedly. cutting
Council meeting was held on downontheuseofdisposableplasWednesday. March 28 to address
tic cups.
the proposal of getting class of
Class Council members voted in
1993 mugs which would be made
favor of getting the mugs by a 21of plastic.
11 margin.
The representatives
At the usualrM~o~n~da~"L.'n~'ij;~lh~t,-~d~ec!::!i~ded~to~)~
D1u~t~an
awareness mesmeeting. some
sage including
dormitory rep'This is an important the recycle symresentatives felt
issue, and.I think that bol on the mugs
that the class
the freshman Class to show environshould abstain
Council worked very mental concern.
from
using
well in addressing the
The enclosed
plastic. due to
concerns
of their
flyer will read.
its effects on the peers.'
"first off. we
environment.
hope you enjoy.
Freshman donn
.. Marisa Farina, '93, your new crass
representatives
freshman president
ofl993 mug and
were instructed
we encourage
to determine the position of their you to use itas of ten as possible. In
constituents for a vote to be held at using this cup at all campus functhe Wednesday meeting.
tions, you will be aiding the ConThe argument against the plastic
necticut College recycling earnmugs was led by Alexis Audette.
paign. By reminding you that all
'93.andMichaeIRey,'93.
both repplastics pose a threat to the enviresentatives from J.A. dormitory,
ronment, we encourage you to reo
Audette and Rey stated that in frain from using disposable cups."
addition to the problems associated
Marisa Farina. '93. freshman
with plastic disposal. fossil fuels class president, said. "I felt that it
used to produce plastic are harmful
was very irnportantfor usto recogto the ozone layer and augment the nize the environmental concern.
greenhouse effect.
In addition.
butas president! had to listen to the
they presented a petition signed by voice of the majority. This is an
students and a letter from William
important issue. and I think that the
Niering.KarherineBlunrprofessor
freshman Class Council worked
of botany.
very well in addressing the conJeffrey Berman, '93. Judiciary
cerns of their peers."
by Cbrls Simo
The College Voice
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1----------------by Cbrls LouIs Sardella
The College Voke

Anticipation ruled the lobby of Crozier- Williams ~
Student Center on Wednesday night. as students ~
and candidates waited to hear the results of the ~
student government elections that were held on ~
Tuesday and Wednesday.
';;
At.IO;06p.m .•NicoleBreck,'90.publicrelations
Ii:
r=:-e
director. officially read the names of the winners
Jl.-o::;h=n:;M;=ag==g:,:loC:
...·9"1;.:. S"G=A-=p-=re=s:T:ldi:e=nt'"".e:O'=ec::;t=====:.J
and their vote tallies from the balcony on the second
cast regular ballots before the correction. When the
floor.
results were tallied. it was noted that even if the candiAfter the announcement. Breck noted that out of
dates had won all the votes before 10;30. there would
1.532 possible student voters, 1.020 students cast
not have been enough votes for either one to win the
their ballots in the post office. Breck stated that this
election. Breck also said that neither Schlossberg nor
was two percent above the quorum of sixty-five
Laurenzi expressed dissatisfaction about the results and
percent needed to make the election results valid.
confidently pointed out, "It doesn't change the elecDespite this fact. Breck was happy to note that eight
tion.'·
percent more students voted
The other problem was a poorly
this year than in 1989 and that
organized SAC referendum that was
Connecticut College is one of
, I am very excited
included in the executive board electhe few colleges to even reach
tions on Tuesday and Wednesday. At
quorum in a student election.
to. see the voting
Thursday night's SOA meeting. Carla
Unfortunately, there were
turnout. '
Munroe. '90. SOA president. said that
some other problems with this
the referendum was not organized
year's election.
Two candiproperly and that there were many
dales. Marc Schlossberg. '9-1.
_ Carl? Munroe, '90,
mistakes in its wording.
Munroe
candidate for chair of acacommented that students were "voting
demic affairs. and Mario LauSG A president
for people to get paid when they
renzi,'90. candidate for Young L,
... shouldn't be paid." The president deAlumm'Irustee, were left off the ballot before the
cided to pull the referendum and to redistribute it in the
correction was made Tuesday at approximately
dorms when the proper corrections have been made.
10;30 a.m.
Despite these problems. Munroe expressed enthusiBreck said that only eleven voters had cast
asm for the student elections saying. "I am excited to see

~ba:I:lo:lS~an:d~u:n:d:e~r
:on:e~h:u:n:dred:.:::~peo=:PI:e~h::::ad
the voting turnout." Munroe congratulated the candidates and extended a special "paton the back" for Breck.
who she credited with efficiently handling the voting
procedures.
-Thursday,
7;
Munroe observed that in past years there has been a
Themeeting held hefore break began early %0 thaIAssembly members could auen<! the Cro fundraising
"decline in terms of seniority" among thecandidates. She
ballet
believes that although they have deviated from the tradiThemaintopjcofdiscussion
was thematic housingand theprevious week'sanouncemeotthat
the special
tional Assembly of senior members. all the candidates are
interest houses of 130 Mobegan Avenue and North Cottage were to"become senior housing.
very qualified. She believes that seniors are now taking
.Themalic groups andsome seniorclass members attended the meeting and voiced IheirthoughlS on the
a more active role in their academic studies. preparing for
subject.
~ v
such things as senior theses.
SOA voted 13-10-3 against the Residential Lif~Committee's decision and asked Joseph Tolliver. dean
Munroe hopes that the newly elected student governof student life. to remain flexible in his decision.
ment officers will maintain some continuity as they focus
on the issues next year. She believes that different chanThursday. Mardi 29;
nels may be taken but the basic structure of their agenda
Claire Matthews, dean of admissions. addressed the Assembly about the a:cepted tiesIunen and the
should reflect the efforts of past SOA hodies. She said
Open House scheduled for April 16.
that the main focuses next year should include campus
She said that although appiica1ions across the nation are down by six 10 IeIl percent, Connecticut
safety. the3;2 plan. the HonorCodeand the need for more
College's pool increased by six percent. 1300 students were admitted; the college needs 34 percent to
funding and continued improvementof relations with the
attend. According to MaIthews. the mean SAT scores a1so increased this year to 1230.
adrn inistration.
MaIthews asked Assembly members and students to volunteer as tour guides. registraIion hosts and
Commenting on his success in the election. John Magphonathon callers.
giore. '91. SOA president-elect, said. "I am very grateful
Carla Munroe, '90. SOA president. announced that the fire department had JUIcd thai Thames Building
for the support that I have received throughout the earnis in violation of safety regulations. The relocation of the children's dance space was discussed.
paign." Maggiore looks forward to serving the campus
A draft of the academic calendar for 1991-1992 was presented. A contact session was scheduled for
community next year.
Sunday, AprilS.
Dan Cramer. '92, president of Students for a Clean Environment, asked the Assembly to endorse two
environmentalleIlers
10 local. stale and natiortal government leaders and discussed plans for Earth Day.
Correction:
SOA voted unanimously to uphold a resolution proclaiming April 22 as Earth Day ..
In the special election issue of The College Voice,
April
3. Michelle de la Uz was credited as the
ThursdaY. Apdl 5;
current president of La Unidad. She is presently a
The main topics on theageuda were discussion of the draft calendar. approval of class elections schedule
member of the group. We apologize for the mistake.
and acceptance of three club constituions.
The debate on the constitutions centered on the question of whether financia1 constraints should be
Clarification:
consideredwhendeternliningconstitutionS1ll1US.
TheconstitutionsoftheTaiKwon-doclub,theRunning
In
the
special
election
issue of TheCollege Voice.
Club and "World View:' thai focuses on international politics.
April
3.
it
was
stated
"[John
Roesser] would like to
JeanrtieThomrna. '91.SAC chair. announced thatPeterRange. correspondentfor "U.s.NewsandWorid
see
senators
and
executive
board
members 'held
Report." win ~on
Wednesday, April 11.
more accountable to their dorms,"
Dan CIllItICf. '92. substilUte for Rich Hannah, '91. read a letter from Bruce Ayers, associate director of
It would have been clearer to say. "he would like
campus Saf~. asking students totefi:ain from keeping corridorand stairwell tightsoffandfrom shORing
to
see senators 'held more accountable 10 their
off main power sourees in an attempt 10 win the Fnergy Conservation Contest.
dorms' and the executive board."

Man:b
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Cibes Runs for Governor
ConJiNudfromp.l
lined exactly what that is. That is port his candidacy because heis "as
"elimination of recent surcharges
more than my competitiors have
blunt as Lowell Weicker on the ison corporate taxes" and "theelimidone in weeks and months of camsues."
nation of the discriminatory inpaigning."
"I certainly face some disadvan.~ •
come tax oncapilal gains and diviCibes realizes that a primary is tages. I am not a movie star. But
:: ~
dends and interest"
the "only option at this point." In America has learned, to its regret,
ll' e
In place of these reductions or
Connecticut party delegates as- that movie stars don't always have a
~ ~
eliminations, Cibes supports "the
semble on July 15 to determine
vision which encompasses all its
~ ]
enactment of a tax on all personal
whether a primary will be held. A citizens. I do not make blustery
,g
income above $25,000 ... graducandidate needs to secure the sup- speeches. I don't pound my fist on
:.:
ated, starling at four percent r-------------=----'-,
the desk and engage in histriof income in excess of
'I sometimes get the impression
onics. But Connecticut does
<.J
$25,000, with a top level of
h
1
not need a desk-pounder as
.
eight percent on income in t. at some peop e are campaignGovernor. It does not need
RUIeI Schenker addresses students in part one of 'The Arab-Isrtuli Conflkt" .....
excess of$IOO,OOO."
ing because they want to be the
someone who will be a 'noCibes considers such re- Governor. I don't want to be
body's man.' It needs someform essential 10 attract
one to govern effectively, to
businesses and protect the anything.
I am running beforge a workable consensus

j

Jewish Scholar
Begins Lecture Series
by Lauren Klatzkln

Features Edllor

"The Arab-Israeli Conflict," a
series of two speeches outlining
both sides of the conflict in the
West Bank, began Tuesday night
as Hillel Schenker, a founding
member of the Israeli "Peace
Now" movement, presented the
Jewish historical claim 10 the land
of Palestine.
Arin Stone, '90, organizer of the
event, called the speech "a Zionist
approach to the Middle East
Struggle." Shereminded theaudience that the series will conclude
in two weeks with a presentation
of the Palestinian perspective.
Schenker, who lived in a kibbutz for thirteen years and fought
in the Israeli Defense Force,
makes his permanent home in Tel
Aviv. Healso currently teaches at
a New York synagogue.
·He explained that although
"there is not a possibility of coming to an agreed-upon point of
view [of historyJ it's very important to understand the context in
which the current crisis is being
played out"
Unlike a recent
speech at Connecticut CoUege on
a related topic. the evening's program was relatively uncnntroversial.
Schenker traced the history of
modem Zionism from its inception to the present He stated that
under the direction of Theodore
Herzel, "modem Zionism really
began in the 1880's.
. . as a
reaction against anti-Semitism in
eastern and wes.em Europe." One
of Zionism's goals under Herzel
became the foundation of aJewish
stale. In his book, "The Jewish
State," Herzel explored two possi-

ATTENTION- HIRJNG!
Government jobs ~
your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885.
EXT R 5754

future economy of Concause I want to do something. '
oufof conflicting positions,"
necticut. "I don't think that
states Cibes in his campaign
in the long run we can build
- BiII Cibes, professor
flyer.
a viable state economy usof government and
IfCibes wins the election,
ing the taxes we have in the
•
he will no longer teach at
past:' he said.
.
candidate for governor
Connecticut College. Ofhis
bilities for the location of that naSupportive
of public
experience at the college,
tion: Argentina and Palestine. education.
environmental
proport of twenty percent of the conCibes said, "there are few people in
Herzel later hoped to establish a grams. the development of jobs
vention delegates to force a pri- life who have been as lucky as I've
Jewish state in Uganda, which was and affordable housing legislamary. "Iexpectthat I will be able to been ... 1 have had two jobs which
"his prescription for overcoming
tion, Cibes sees tax reform as the
reach that point," said Cibes.
I absolutely love."
this anti-Semitism."
first step to enactment and conIn reference to Lowell Weicker,
IfCibes is riot elected to the posiEven at this lime, Schenker tinuation of these goals.
the strong Independent candidate.
tion of governor, he hopes to maincontinued. Herzel "was not the
Of the other candidates, Cibes'
Cibes said, "Lowell Weicker has to lain a "role of conscience within the
only Zionist thinker." To this day, flyer reads, "I sometimes get the
be regarded as a frontrunner in the party." He added, "I'm so involved
he said, Jews "don't necessarily
impression that some people are
general election, I'm not sure why.
in state politics, that it would be
agree on what they mean when campaigning because they want to
.. but he is certainly appealing to a hard for me to imagine doing noththey call themselves Zionists ...
b!:.theGovemor.ldon'twanttob!:.
wide spectrum of the voters." He ing but travelling between Conand when they define Zionism."
anything. I am running because I
believes that in order for the Demonecticut College and my house."
The confusion stems from the dif- want to 1I2 something. I have outcrats to win, the party should supferent factions of Zionism which
existed at Herzel's time.
"The bottom line:' said Schenker, "is that I define Zionism as
the national liberation movement
of the Jewish people in contemporary language."
This movement began 10 grow
after World War II, when the HoloConlu.-Jfr_ p. J
caust spurred a major outpouring
of. sympathy toward the idea of a fore launching an offensive 8IIack.
"We never declared war 011 Vietnam but that was only knowledge of war comes from movies which ',
Jewish homeland. Problems ocAmerica's
longest war. Also, NixOll carried out the stereotype and glorify fighting, such as "Rambo:"
cured when Arabsresisted the-idea
most
massive
bombing ClIIIIIIllign in the history o[ "Half the peoplein Americl\ don't know what side '"
of dividing the land of Palestine.
manlcind
in
Cambodia
for four years withouI Con- [ought on in the Vietnam war," .Mll1ier said,
Aj"ter Israel was established in
gress
being
told,"
MuIlersaid.
Muller chaJacterized the VietJlam war asa c
1948, this resistance was incarMullerexpJainedllllltAmtlic_ueedlOCheclcon
war.
The poor, the work.illg~~~
the1tJil\l)
nated in years of Arab-Israeli
groups
were
the
overwhelming
majot:jties9n
thel:@t,
Iheir
and
bold
polilicalleadenhip
rewarfare. This conflict, said SchspoosibleforitsacliOll.
HelllldtlJattomakedemoctiefield.
He
said
this
win
IIOlhappen
agaipbe\1llUse
enker. "has continued for twentyracywort, cllizeoslllllStprll'icipate, wbichincludes the system has since changed. SttldentswiU not ~
three years without a resolution."
beiBg inCumed and iDvolved. _ jost voting.
deferred. If a name is chosen, that" person R1ust~o.
In response to questions from
MnlJerfeeJsdle._boenllivialized.
}lew_
Headdiessed his oommentsto the males who were
the audience, Schenker admitted
AJneair;;.-1O~
..
W8$
a
full-scale,
noW
the same age as most of his unit members in
that he is optimistic about the posl'uJl.tiltwar.
~~lObectllim
up:
more
Viellllllll.
"War is not glorious.
War is down and
sibilites for compromise.
He
C8SlIlI1liesoce 1fiji¥Jr H .... ia Wodd War n. dirty. The ones who make it do so because they are
stated that there is "ample eviTwo miIIloIl Vie'
= II were JdIIed; half of 1hese lucky, not heroic; he said.
dence to indicate that in the Arab
Muller is devoting his life to exposingan(\discu'!S·
world there is a grudging.
. . were civiIiaK 58.000 Amaicas were JdIIed; and
over dm:e million 0.,11 fUr. 5 were killed in the ing the Vielnam war. He admits that the war wastrewillingness" to compromise.
He
legacyofV--.
mendously complex, but insists that students must
added that "the whole debate
"DettnniDe forJl8ldiflam
exaggeraIing what study it and Search [or answers.
within the Israeli society is, 'what
wentOD. Ib1iadIylnlllecldlepea_andlpayed
"Tbereshould neveragrtin be bliridcommitmentlO
is the worlaible solution?'"
the
price,"
be
8IlIIIld.
leadership
and always remember- 'to thine self be
Stone asked listeners to rememMuller
is
upsellhat
IIigb
SI:hooI
SlUdents
are.1IOl
true:"
Muller
conc1ttded.
ber that, "although [Schenker is]
taught
JDDdI
about
VielDMI,
and
that
Americans'
educated and respected, this is
only one view."

Muller Relates Vietnam Experiences in
SAC-sponsored Lecture
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ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY
READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year
potential.

Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. Bk 5754

ATTENTION: EASY
WORK
EXCELLENTPAY!
Assemble products at
home.
Details.
(I) '602-838-8885
Ext. W-5754

The Greer
Music
Library
is now
accepting
applications
from
students
interested
in working as a summer
student
assistant
in Greer.
The
library
has two Cull-time
and one part-time
positions available.
For more
information
please
call
Carolyn
or June' at 17310

(447-7535).

The positions of

associate news editor
and

associate sports editor
of "The College Voice"
are now open.
Please pick up an application in Cro 212 as soon
as possible.
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Gaudiani Discusses Her
Trip to the Soviet Union

Bilateral agreements are crucial
to ensure the student exchange
system's survival, explained Gau-

State Committee on Public Education, were "both very open, relaxed and very candid." She said,
"It was very informative and

diani.

touching

ConJinuedfrom

p.l

In order for one American

student to study ataSovietcollege
or university,

a Soviet

to see men, who have

spent their whole lives to make the
system work, come to terms with
the unavoidable difficulties that
the Communist system has ereated for the economic and politi-

student

must attend the American institution.
The Consortium
delegates
would [ike to see the number of

Riddington, '90. In addition, the
president spent a day visiting and
sightseeing with two of the students.
Commenting

Soviet
"Russian

on the mood in the

Union,
people.

Gaudiani
including

said,
stu-

dents, are very skeptical [of the
changes]. They don't undersland~
why Gorbachev is so popular in the ~
west." She added, "thepeop[e]

r--==':::':=-===::':::':::"!::::':::"_~

students involved increase to 'Russian people
including
are not engaged in what we call a,
one thousand from each coun'.
'the upheaval in the east.":
~
try. Currently, sixty-five stu- students, are very skeptical [oj
Gaudiani explained thaLlhc~
dents from each country are the changes}.
They don't
Soviets are concerned with
participating in the program.
understa d h G b h .
daily struggles, such as food'l;
Gaudiani praised the Soviet
n w y or ac ev IS shortages and two to three II
Unionforinstigatingacademic
so popular in the west,'
hour long lines. When touring ~
changes
to "widen
the
_ Claire Gaudiani '66
with the students from Con-:::
breadth" of curriculum and
'
'necticutCollege,
the president ~
form supportive and represenPresident
discovered that the bakery was c,
tative organizations within
closed because there was no Claire Gaudlanl, '66, president oftbe college
schools. ''They are really talking
cal life of the country."
bread and GUM, the state-run de- . dormitories, waiting in lines and
should become absorbed into the
about PT As and SGAs," said the
Gaudiani and the other college
partrnentstore, was open by invitaforming the attitudes and perspeceveryday life and culture of a napresident.
presidents also attended a reception only because of product shortuves of their Soviet peers.
tion to fully appreciate the experiAccording
to Gaudiani,
the
tion with the sixty-five American
ages.
"The students' ability to study
ence.
delegation was "honored splenstodents presently in the Soviet
One major advantage to the conwas profoundly affected by the.difShe described her observations
didly" and the Soviet officials,
Union, including three Connectisortium program,
emphasized
ficulties in everyday life," said
of the American students to prove
Commissioner Karlov and Gencut College students, Emily HutGaudiani, is that the American stuGaudiani, The president believes
her point. The students, who are
nady A. Yagodin, chairman of the
ton, '90, Kate Grant, '91 and Erika
dents are "living as Soviets," in the
that students studying abroad
studying in different republics,
spoke with the opinions, tones and
notions of the people with whom
they lived, rather than as Americans .. Gaudiani said it was inter-

l

~~~~'i!'!':~~~;":'~~~~;=:~=========

esting to notice the differences

in

the students in relation to their SoTheresa Ammirati, director of the writing center, servedas judgeat the Third Annual State Finals of the National Bicentennial Competition
on the Constitution, held in Hartford at the the state Capitol on March 3. Ammirati is a member of the Second Congressional District Advisory
Council.
George H. Anderson, associate director of admissions, has been elected to a three-year term on the Regional Council of the New England
College Board. He was also'a panel member for a session on "Key Issues in Admissions" at the College Board's regional conference in Boston,
February 12.
He has also been elected to a three-year term on the board of governors of the New England Association of College Admissions Counselors.
He was a panel member at the National Association of College Admissions Counselors annual meeting in New York City titled, "Admissions

Decisions at Highly Selective Colleges: How It's Done."
Richard H. Goodwin, Katherine Blunt professor emeritus of botany, was presented with the 1989 Connecticut State Award at the New
England Wild Flower Society annual meeting, for establishing a wildflower garden at the Connecticut College Arboretum and for national
leadership in the preservation of valuable natural areas.
Claire Gaudiani, president of the college, spoke on "Preparing American Students for the Global Decade oflhe 1990s," at the National
Education Association annual meeting in San Francisco March 4.
She also gave a presentation titled, "Global Education In the Future," at the Independent Schools Association of the Southwest 1990
Conference,

March 23 in San Antonio.

Barkley L. Hendricks, professor of art, exhibited works in the Philadelphia Museum of Art's special display, "African-American Work<
from the Collection," which was shown in conjunction with Black History Month. The exhibit included about 30 works in various media,
including paintings, sculpture, drawings, prints and photographs,

which range from the late 18805 to the present.

Grissel M, Hodge, director of Unity House and mem her of the Society Organized Against Racism, conducted a one-day racial awareness
workshop for teachers, administrators and students of one of our area high schools. Hodge was also a panel member for a workshop session
titled, "Institutional Approaches to Racism" at the S.O.A.R. in New England Higher Education Inc. fall conference at Wesleyan University.
Tom Makofske, director of computer and information services, presented a lecture on differentiating between the moderately-paced
incremental growth of computing and the fast transformation to modem telecommunications to service academic departments at theNerComp

Fred Paxton, assistant professor of history, published an article titled, "Bonus tiber: A Late Carolingian Clerical Manualfrom Lorsch
(Blbliotheca Vaticana MS Pal.lat. 485)" in "The Two Laws: Studies In Medieval Legal History Dedicated 10 Stephen Kuttner," ed. Laurent
Mayali and Stephanie A.J. Tibbetts ("Sludles In Medieval and Early Modern Canon Law." I; Washington, D.C.: Catholic University Press,

on "Ritualized Death In Late Antiquity" at the annual meeting of the American Historical Association in

December.
William Rose, associate professor of government, served on a panel sponsored by Brown University's Center for Foreign Policy
DevelopmentFebruary
7. He is affiliated with the center as a visiting research associate. Rose has also adapted the center's curriculum unit,
"The U.S., the Soviets, and Nuclear Arms: Choices for the 21 Sl Century, to fit the needs o(OPTIONS, a national organization comprised
of lOOcollege"s and universities that offer their local communities faculty speakers who can lead discussions on international security issues.
He has developed an outline for a two- hour session with-community groups, and last month the national OPTIONS offices duplicated the
outline and

sent it to all OPTIONS

colleges.

When asked whether the conflict in Lithuania had caused any
complications in the trip, Gaudiani responded that the Soviets
could not receive get news and
were uncertain about develop-

ments. She said that the people
with whom she spoke "believe
that the republics will most definitely break away." Students travelling to Estonia were told to obtain Estonian,

rather than Soviet,

visas.

The president spoke about the
ramifications
of the republics'
demands for independence. "The
implosion back into Russia" will
"change [the Soviet Union's]
place in the international sphere,"
said Gaudiani,
She added, "the

country is called the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. If the
republics leave, everything is different"

Soviet delegates of the program
have been invited to visit the con-

sortium schools in the United
States, including
Connecticut
College, this autumn.

Rustralia study
Rbroad

conference on March 9 in Chestnut Hill, MA.

1990), pp. 1-30.
Paxton also chaired a session

viet location.
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"1'JdUIIM" by Sarah Hunltey

One or two semesters.
Rpply now for
summer or foil 1990.
Internships
ouolloble.
For Informotinn
on
BEST semester
obroord program In
the world, coli 1-800740;_70;70;

WHIPPLE

TYPING SE1tTlCE

in Mystic
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"Beyond Walls" Creates A Stellar Happening

;;.------------

v_
l---------Kimb«ty Foster
1beC.....

.~
"Beyond Walls - a Dance-o-matic Space
;!: Adventure" was NOT a dance performance,
~ itwasahappening. The program summed up
this happening with the statement: "Inside
~ you can feel the difference, outside you can
see the difference." This happening occured
on March 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. in East Studio,
and was one of the nicest greetings back from
vacation I could imagine.
Director Caitlin McKenzie, '90, and designer Chuck Meyer, '90, should be congratulatedfor this rich production. There

8

was movement, and music,

both

attractive

and functional set and prop design all under
effective lighting.
But beyond this it was fun. Most of the
audience sal in large bins on wheels and at

times became an active part of the performanc as the cast pushed the bins around the
stage.
Thel

either in the choreography or the performers.
Dancers often seemed like children at play,
spontaneously erecting a playhouse made of
plastic tubing, and fighting over a chair in a
dance reminiscent of the childhood game
"King of the Mountain." It was obvious that
the cast performed not only for theaudience' s
entertainment, but for their own enjoyment.
Though casual, comfortable air pervaded,
the performance proved to be professional. I
applaud not only the cast and Mac- Kenzie
for their obvious dedication and hard work,
but also the music designer Cameron Smyser,
'92, and the set designer Meyer for their originality. Extra attention should again be paid to
Meyer for the subtle lighting design and
operation; the timing and balance of the light
fades beautifully tied the many components
of the dances into a concrete piece. The end
result? A stellar happening.

Studio, at times dancing only inches away
from the audience.
The movement sug-

'1~c~~~~~~

gested
im-

dance

provi-

was not
limited
mthe
s tag e

sat ion
within
a set
frame.

area.

There

Dancers
panned
out.hopping,
skipping,
and sliding, to
all corners of
the East

w ere
no presumpt io n s ,
no stiff
regimen •
n
0
dee p
me S sage

"BO" IIiADE 818,000

FORCOLLEGE
BY"a.ING WEEKENDS."
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back - up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
- for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense. . I' hi'
h
S0, SInce m e pmg t em do such
an important
they're
it thr augjob,
h sc·
h 00I. helping me
mel
ak

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
tin Hawaii: 737·5255; Puerto Rico: 721·4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. CrOIx):773·6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone directory.

19,85United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All nghts reserved.
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New Amsterdam Sinfonietta Perform
Richard ZeiUiD
The College Voice

The Eighth String Quartet of
Dmitri Shostakovich,op.IIO, also
published as Kammersinfonie for
string orchestra, op. I lOa, has suffered the torments of thirty years of
nit-picking musico-political analysis.
Owing to its vague heading,
"written as a personal statement in

Sinfonietta, in their performance at
Palmer Auditorium on March 31,
seemed to remain faithful solely to
the work's musical significance.
This is not to say that they could not
play political meaning into the
music. They did avoid, however,
the usual over-inflated, hyper-idiomatic type of performance that
easily gives rise to such unfortunate
commentary. Their brilliant conductor, Lev Markiz, gave a thor-

reft of any eccentricities, it made
the piece all the more terrifying
The waltz worked particularly
well, with the first violin melody
sounding delightfully revolting.
The concert opened with two'
delightful accounts of works by
Mozart. The Symphony No. 29 in
A major was slightly tentative, but
nonetheless satisfying. The New
Amsterdam wind players have an
unusually warm tone, which ere-

point of abandoning any son of
rhythmic vitality, which provides
the entire basis for the piece's
charm. The performance survived,
however, due to a marvelous final
movement where the interplay between soloist and orchestra entirely
captured the humor and simplicity
of one of Mozart's finest concludingallegros. Rombout is a name we
will hear a lot from in the future, as
he takes his placebeside Heinz Hol-

memory of the victims of fasi;cl;'s~m;~o:u:h:I:R:u"SS~ian~r~ea~d~ini'~o~ne~w~hl~'C~h~~ate"",-s~a..,lo,-,v",e",1
,-,s"in"""i",n"-"ch",ara"-,,,c"'te,,,r~fJor
liger and Europe's other fine oboand war," musicologists
~1WIIII.~
ists
have foolishly attempted-.J ~~
~.
~
The token contemporary work,
to extract from a set of
Arvo Pan's Fratres (1983), proved
black ink blotches everythat ambitious contemporary works
thing from anti-German
can still remain within the limits of
and/or anti-Communist
sounding approachable to consersentiments to full-blown
vative ears. It seemed that everyExistentialist
philosothing that Shostakovich spelled out
phies. One music histoso blatantly in the Eighth Quartet
rianevencalledtheEighth
was equally stated in pan's subtle
Quartet a "musical indict- ~
style. Suffice it to say that Pan's
ment of the whole history ~
work is equally as gripping as that
of sexist male dominance ~
of Shostakovich's, albeit from an
in Western cult.,.,-e." Such
entirely different angle of expresprogrammatic mterpretasion, At the very least, it deserves,
tions, even the seemingly 9
unlike most contemporary works,

sponsord 6y.'1XJ'.M/?{JJ:S P/Z~
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appropnateones concem- if

questions:
I. "La Strada"

Oscars?
4. What 1984 film won Best Picture?
5. Joseph La Shelle won Best'
Cinematography for what 1944
film starring Gene Tierney?

Send all answers to
Box 3596.
Thaflrst correct entry
eceived wili"win a free
pizza from

DOMINOS!!!

complied 5y.

Photo Exhibition:

'E. ~lifey

Gustke & Ladin Portray Pakistanis & Parties
Andrew K. Schiff
The College Voice

Stunning images of the people
of Pakistan coupled with an insightfullook into the life of party
goers has produced a double photography exhibit now featured at
The Spiral Gallery in Jane Addamsdonnitory.
Erik Gustke, '92. has produced
an educational
look into the
people of a different culture with
his show. "Images of Pakistan."
Thepictures were shot in the fall
of 1988, when Gustke worked

ized art school during his junior Pony Goers" will be on exhibit at
with "Operation Raleigh," an orthe Spiral Gallery until April 21.
year abroad.
ganizalion that specializes in soCall
442-6796 for details.
"Images
of
Pakistan"
and
"The
cial and scientific work.
~~~"":::::~~=:'::::':=---,
Gustke says that while he is not
trying to communicate a special
message with his pictures, he feels
that they are useful in showing the
American people the human side
of a foreign country.
Miles Ladin, '93, has been working on the images in "The Party
Goers" for nearly four years. The
images portray Ladin's travels
across Connecticut as well as his .~
. experiences in Italy, where he ::;
studied photography at a special'-'

i
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Wednesday 4/ll/90
Cummings: The Senior An Minors Exhibition opens with an
eclectic array of perfervid works
bound toastonish all. There will be
a small reception following.
Thursday 4/12/90
Dana Concert Hall: The Wind
Trio Of New York will be performing
works
by Ibert,
Beethoven, Gibbons, Mozart,
Britten and Francaix. The trio will
be comprised of an oboe, a bassoon, and of course. a clarinet.
Concert starts at 8:00 p.m, and
there will be a receplion following
the performance.

neuvers." The performance commences at 8:00 p.rn., and adrnission is $1.50 for all students.

April

16-

U

20th

Anniversary
April 22

Full menu, fast frien~y service
Right to yOIl! ~oor.

467Will~St
Call 443-1933
FREE DELIVERY

Young

Friday 4/13/90
Cro, East Studio: The dance department presents "Chaotic Ma-

CAMPUS PIZZA

The
Event of

Biggest
the Decade

Sponsored in part by:
Students for a Clean Environment.
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This week's trivia questions:
I. What Japanese director won a
special Oscar this year?
2. Anne Revere won her Oscar for
what 1945 film?
3. In what two categories did
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" win

On Friday, May 4, the mighty
the group as a whole. As for the King's Singers will grace Palmer
Oboe Concerto, soloist Ernest Auditorium for the last performRombout gave a supremely cle- ance ofl989-90 Concert and Artist
gant reading. With his careful Series.
phrasing, he almost went to the

g'

v

2. Angela Lansbwy
3. "Live and Let Die"
4. Asta
5. 'The Palm Beach Story"

a second listening.

ing the work's autobio- . The ew Amsterdam Sinfonietta
graphical nature, only serve to ob- refused to concede to sentimentalscure the true power of this work, ity or over-expressiveness.
The
which lies solely in the fact that it is tempi were unusually slow, and the
a brilliant piece of composition.
use of rubato was kept to a miniLuckily, the New Amsterdam
mum. Because this reading was be-

~
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AlISlI'ers to last issue's trivia

a
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~Checkmate: Latest Move Brings "Chess" Success
~

theatre,
~--------MidIaeI S. Boronld

"

;

1bec..... v_

~-----

Lyricist Tim Rice took a big
.~ gamble when be attempced ID
:: mount a third, completely rewrittelIversionofhisWestEndsrnash,
o Broadway flop musical "Chess."
Although a hugehit in London,the
show rewritten for New York failed
miserably. Rice's lateSI efforts,
however,
have paid off as the
fourth (and presumably fmal) veesion of "Chess," in almost all aspects, is the most satisfying version
ID date.
The National Tour of "Chess,"
which recently completed a six day
stop at Hartford's Bushnell Theatre, is held together by a ught, ~
sensible book. The musical tells the ~
story of a Russian and an American ~
vying for the world chess championship, as well as the affections of o

r

l!

and everything else in between make up one of the theatre's
finest scores.
Itis a tremendous joy to discover
that "Chess" not only reacbes its
potential, but greatly surpasses it.
Tony-winning
director
Des
McAnuff, artistic director of
LaJolIa Playhouse, is to be congratulated for presenting first-rate

cast memhers are not good, but
there are simply no star turns, Here,
!he three leads are extremely competent, but fit so well into McAnuff
and Rice's vision that no one steals

the show.
Carolee Cannello' s Florence is
at turns wisely business-like and
engaging. Although at first her Liza
Minelli-intoned/Belly
Buckley

•

~

1

Florence, the American' s assistant.

'i

Interwoven in the international.~
love triangle are the complicated ~
aspects of East- West relations.
~
Essentially, Rice and Robert ~
Coe, who revised the book for this co
production, took the best elements ~
of the London and Broadway ver- ::1
sions, eliminated unneccessary gsongs, changed lyrics, cut the insipid subplots, and wove them 10- <>,
gether into an extremely intelligent
storyline. This cleaned-up version entertainment that rises far above
simply makes sense.
the often times second-rate quality
Although "Chess" is no longer of Broadway bus-and-truck tours,
completely sung through.the score McAnufrs fluid style works well,
still works. The irresistable Rice! and his ingenious staging of the
_ Benny Nldersson/B jorn Ulvaeus
ensemble numbers are veritable
score has always been the strongest showstoppers, The new staging of
point of "Chess." More than any the final chess match is indelibly inother musical in the pas) decade, scribed in !his critic's mind. In !hat
"Chess" benefits from a diverse,
scene, costume designer Susan Hilintensely satisfying score that is ferty's remarkable and sole use of
catchy enough 10ensure radio play black and white leaves a powerful
without ·becoming blatantly com- impression.
mercial. The clever "A Model of
As !hearbiter comments that "the
Decorum and Tranquility," the dra- game [o( chess] is greater than!he
matic "Endgame," the downright players:' so too is the production
intense "Nobody's Side,"possibly
ultimately better than any singular
the best song ever written for the performer. This is nOllOsay that the

cence and pleasingly powerful video cameras on stage that are
tenor, captivated the audience in a projectedontoa 16-screen monitor.
While this in itself is engaging, the
way that Herrera fails 10do.
Coming closest 10 capturing a most exciting aspect of the setis the
starturn isStephen Bogardus asthe stage floor. Like the London proAmerican. Ironically, Bogardus is duction, the floor is covered by 64
extremely likable because he light boxes thai make up a life-size
makes you hate his character. With- chessboard. Throughout the show
out overdoing it, he is plotting and the lights create various patterns
obnoxious, yet cool and sharp; He that complement the setting. In the
opening number, "The Story Of
Chess," the cast partakes in a clever
human chess game on the chessboard floor.
The National Touring version of
"Chess" stands as a remarkable
accomplishment for McAnuff, the
performers, and all of the designers.
This bettered version rescues the
show from potential obscurity had
it been left to die in the shape that it
was in. Ultimately, it becomes a
victory for Rice thanks to his willingness to tamper with "Chess" 10
come out with the best possible
version. The only disappointment
is that no matter how good "Chess"
is, it is not scheduled for a return to
Broadway. Although now is not the
time, one day this fated musical will
return where il belongs: on Broadway.

j

Connecticut Co&ge
!FifmSocuty
sings well too. While his higher
becomes clear upon experiencing notes can seem weaker, in rocking
her belting power during "No- numbers like "What a Scene, What
body's Side" that Carmello has a A Joy" and "No Contest" he exfine singing style of her own. Her cells.
The rest of the cast fit in nicely.
"Someone Else's Story", now closKen Ard is excellent as the dancing
ing the show, is exceptional.
John Herrera's.interpretation of arbiter (choreographed in a marvelthe Russian may be perhaps 100 ous Paula Abdul-style by Peter
cold and abrupt to allow us 10be- Anastos) and Barbara Walsh's
lieve he has fallen in love with wann singing voice rescues the
Florence. His musical interpreta- character of Svetlana from Broadtion is also passable, al!hough way's
swoop-voiced
Marcia
heavily swallowed by his over- Mitzman.
whelming accent. By no means . The technical achievements of
!his production of "Chess" are also
bad, he is only good.
Herrera's understudy, Larry remarkable. The audience can take
Solowitz, with his boyish inno- in the show's action close up, with
wanna-be voice seems lackluster, it

"Hard To Kill" Should Die
blown 10 bits while making love. MiracuSimon O'Rourke
lously, SlDrmsurvives and lives in a coma for
The College Voke
the next seven years while everybody prelithedreadful acting, inane dialogue, pre- tends he is dead so !hat his enemies will noll
tentious scenery, or petty characters don't bother him. He comes oUl of the coma and
ruin "Hard To Kill," then certainly the pa- spendstherestofthemovierecuperatingina
thetic chase scenes and bland lead characters
lush country estate with a nurse from !he
do thejob. Hereisan action movie which has coma ward and killing lots of people in an efso few redeeming faclOrs that we can do fortlogetevenforthedestructionofhisfamnothing upon leaving the theater but kick our- ily.
selves for thinking it could ,..ever
intelOf course,
he wins in theendandis reunited
__be an -CC
-'------,
ligem suspense ftlm.
with his long-lost son
Actually, !he idea is ••• if we are disgusted with
and falls in love with the
somewhat interesting.
nubile nurse from the
the lack of thought behind
We see Mason Storm
hospital whose only
(Sleven Seag a1) ,one 0 f most of the action we can claim to fame is having
those tan muscular private
have the small joy of laugh.
the dumbest line in the
policemen with idiotic
ing at the pathetic attempts
movie. Get this: as she
names who like to wear a t suspense.
watches Storm and
expensive clothes and pigcares for him while he i1;
tails, carry huge guns, and
in the seven-year coma,
run around lcicking in doors, shooting she falls in love wi!h him - itis clearly aphysipeople, and !hen going home to their nice cal attraction, because this guy is about as
families after a hard night of violence. So, talkative as a flashlighl bauery. And as if this
after videotaping a prominent politician
is nOl exciting enough, at t\lis thrilling juncmaking illicit deals, SlQrm and his wife are lure she lifts the covers to stare as his limp

body and begs the comatose hero to live because apparently, "You have so much 10live
for'"
This typifies the worst thing about "Hard
10 Kill;" the screenplay. Cliches and stupid remarks abound.
The falseness of the
heroes certainly lends
no credibility 10 a
movie whose entiIe
plot is undermined by
how badly we want
Mason Storm to die, L__
if only so that we can go home. Even the bad
guys are paper culOuts in a transparent film
whose plot holds less water than a fork. But
if we are disgusted with the lack of thought
behindmoslOftheaction, wecanatleasthave
the small joy of laughing at the pathetic attempts at suspense. There are plenty of
chances todothatsince the only mystery here
is whether !he next guy will die with a pool
cue in his neck or by being thrown off a balcony.
Which brings us 10 orye of the two good

Thursday 4/12190
Oliva Hall: "Close Encounters of
the Third Kind," a special edition
containing extra footage within
the spaceship; 8:O()p.m••Admission$2.5O
Friday 4/13190
Sorry. no movie lOOight
Strnday 4/15190
Oliva Rall: #BQlIles,hip Po'
temkin;" 2 and 8:00p.m .. Adfuission$2.5O

things about "Hard 10 Kill." The violence is
often graUlitous and always excessive, but it
is all very creative, well-ftlmed. and satisfying. This movie is not for those with sensitive
slomachs, but if you like seeing the bad guys
get creamed, then you
willlove the gory fight
scenes. Also, to go
along with the terrific
violence is great music.
This bonus continues
throughout the movie
and we can always
count on a lively
soundtrack even at the
most ludicrous moments. And "Hard to Kill"
certainly has more than its share of those.
Pointless chases and sagging action comprise the bulk of it, while the rest is spent
watching Seagal strul around in skin-tight
jeans, lift weights, wield a large pistol, and
look cool. Thatjustisnotenough to makeup
for a wretched script and overwhelming idiocy. "Hard 10 Kill" is easy to forget and is
wisely ignored.
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the computer you

New York University
in Spain

~
need to succeed in the
real world and a chance
to use it there.

invites you to attend an

OPEN HOUSE
for students seeking information about

Undergraduate and Graduate Programs
Semester or Academic Year in Madrid
Summer Sessions in Salamanca

'fry a Macintosh~and enter Apple's Real Wlrld &veepstakes.

Youcoukl win aweek at one of these leading organiZations
and a Macintosh oomputer.

Parents are welcome

m'"iFfifSM

Enter April 9 . April 27 at the

Saturday, April 21, 1990
1 - 4 p.m,

Connecticut College Computer Store
Lower level ofHamikon Hall (Near the Textbook Annex)
see rOOTCampus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and ~u1ations.
cmJAwIe~.
Inc.~.lhe"A* ioI\o, m:I M20ri ~ ltj';LIIm'd lr.Idemarks cl~~.

A short video entitled "Entroida en Laza" will be shown at 2:30 p.m,

~

Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Languages and Literatures
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
. 4th Floor Lounge
19 University Place
For more information, call (212) 998-8760, 8761

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!

At

'N~

o
o

o
o

LOCATION:

mNNECITaJT mLLEX:;E
~IaJT

DATE:

APRIL 9&

CAVE

9:00

o

10, 1990

(MCtIDAY AND 'JUESDAY)

TI ME:

o

A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

SPrnSORED BY CLASS OF 1990

Bandanas, Cotton Tank- Tops, Hats,
Bags, Tye':'Vye Items, and LotsMore!
Mastercard,
Visa,
and
A me ric a n Express
a c c e pte d

o

U.S., Italian, French
Cotton Khaki Shorts
$4. $10
Dutch & West German
Six·Pocket Cotton
Field Shorts & Pants
$10· $15
Mexican Baja Pullover
& Blankets (100% Cotton)
$12· $15
Full·Length Raincoats
& Trenchcoats
$6· $15
Heavy Cotton Dutch & West
German Waist Jackets
$10· $12
Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags & Cover
$30
Genuine Issue Camo,
Desert, Tiger, Urban Black
Slx·Pocket Pants
$25

o
o
o

World Flags (3' x 5')
$10 ea. or 2 for $18
100% Cotton Jumpers
NATO Field Jacket

$7· $20
100% Cotton Dolch
Boxers & Biker Shorts
$4. $10

~
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~ Sports Profile:
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Camels Head 'Down Under'
.11
~

by William Schulz, Jr.
CONNThougbi Edito<

10 ---------------

i

This summer Coach Fran Shields will be
a trip 10 Australia with the Connecti~ cut College men's lacrosse team who will be
competing and traveling for a month-long
period. The rour will cover the cities of Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth, Cairns (Great Barrier Reel), Sydney, New Zealand, Hawaii,
and Tahiti. The itinerary includes a stop at
Perth, allowing the Camels 10 see the 1990
World Lacrosse Games featuring squads
from the U.S., Canada, England, and the iroquois Nation.
The month-long tour is the result of associations Shields developed during his sabbaticalleave of six months to Adelaide and
Melbourne in the summer and fall of '87.
Shields was sponsored by the-Glenelg Lacrosse Club of Adelaide 10 play Senior Grade
Lacrosse and coach various youth teams.
Shields led the Glenelg team to the Grand
Final appearance (losing in
and scored
75 goals in II games. He also coached the
South Australian Under-ITs 10
Australian Championship in Melbourne.
During his tenure in Adelaide and coaching stint in the Australian Championships in
Melbourne, Shields and his wife, Linda, were
fortunate 10 make some lasting friendships in
each city. It is from these relationships that
Shields realized the feasibility of bringing the
Connecticut College Camels 'down under.'
The Glenelg Club that hosted Shields in '87
and a combination of clubs in Melbourne
have invited the Camels for seventeen days of
'billeting'(housing
each plaver with a lacrosse family), and competitions against

C; _leading

On

an

local club teams preparing for the Australian
Championships prior 10 the World Games in
Perth.
The Camels will bave the opportunity to
live with Australian families, experience a
new culture and international competition.
and travel to exotic locales over 13,000 miles
from home. Shields is excited 10 share his
sabbatical experience with his current team,
"Linda and I have really been touched by the
cameraderie of the Australians. They are
great people- friendly, generous, and rabid
about the USA and lacrosse. Their willingness to host our team stems from their love of
the game and enjoyment of exchanging cultures,"
Shields also felt that his team's international experience falls in line with Connecticut College's desire to expand our students'
global horizons. ''The team is excited to live
with families and experience a different culture while playing lacrosse."
The tour, which is being financed privately, begins on June 10 when the team
departs from Los Angeles for Melbourne, a ~
14 hour flight The team will be in Melbourne ~
June 12-19, Adelaide June 20-29, and Perth"
June 29-July 15. Team members will take ,Ii
different routes home through other points of ~
interest in Australia, New Zealand. Fiji, and .:;
Hawaii.

~

Lacrosse is played in Australia only in '"
..
three main areas, South Australia(Adelaide),
Victoria (Melbourne), and Western Australia
(perth). Each state has 8-15 club sponsored
lacrosse teams thatare represented at various team. Every club team can sponsor one or two Australians learn from the American playing
age and ability levels. Each state has teams American players. This relationship has been and coaching experience. (The USA has won
that compete in the Australian Championmutually beneficial: Americans are.able 10 the World Championships in 1970, 74, 82,
ships and contribute to manning the national travel and play in;-::.a..:n::,:e..:w:...::.cu::I::lur=e,:.,an=d:...::th::,:e..:..:an=d:.,:8:..:6:.c'
::,:10:.:s::in"g:.,:t::.o.:C:.:an=ada=i::,:n..:1:.:9.:.7::.8)"
__
----,
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Immersed in the sea
"We were immersed in the sea for a semester and I know
emerged with a much different outlook on the world ..."

r have

HARVARD

SUMMER SCHOOL '90
June 25-August 17

"I had the best semester 0,( my college career at Mystic .. .! was constantly
. in awe of my being able to participate in the Program ...Thank you so
much for the experience. 1 will not soon forget it."
"...It was the first time in a long time that I have felt like all of my
professors loved what they were teaching."
"This has been an amazing semester! I thrive on close relationships with
teachers and friends ...I haven't felt Ihis close to this many people ever.
There was no one --students or staff-vthat I would hesitate to calL.Our
group history cram sessions, literature discussions at parties (our free
urnetj-everyuung
interconnected."

Harvard Summer School offers open enrollment in hundreds of day
and evening courses. The curriculum includes courses that fulfill
college degree requirements and programs designed for personal and
professional development.
'-.
Our international student body has access to Harvard's outstanding
libraries, museums, laboratories, and cultural activities.
Wefeature a college-level program for secondary school juniors and
semo.rs~, a Dan~e Center, an~ special programs in Drama, Writing,
Ukrainian Studies, and English as a
~ Second Language.
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"This was undoubtedly my most fun, most interesting, most rewarding,
and most memorable semester in college!"
--Fall 1989 Williams-Mysric Evaluations

WILLIAMS

COLLEGE-MYSTIC

SEAPORT

MUSEUM

MARITIME STUDIES PROGRAM
Mystic Seaport

For more ~nformalion return 1M coupon below or call (617) 495-2494 ..
(24·hour line], Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. (*admissjOfl required)

Mystic, CT 06355

o YES.. please
History, Literature, Science, and Policy of the Sea
Now accepting applicalions
Regular Admission

, ..

for Fall 1990lSpring
deadline: April 9

1991

:~2:-~
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:::'~:::',(~3~

applicauce

o Ella:!t.h ...

send me 1990 Harvard Summer School calalogue
form for the following programs:
8cc:ond L.llguacc

0 Seco"d..,.

School Progr.n"

and/or an

0 O."ee

Center

N.me
Addreu
CiLy, SLaLe, Zip

liEi
\@/

HARVARD

UNIVERSITY

SUMMER

SCHOOL'

Dept. 594, 20 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA

SPORTS
sports Talk:

Schmoozing with
Kev and Dob
Kevin Cuddihy and Dobby Gibson
The College Voice

College Hoops
To say that March madness lived up to its
name this year is an understatement, Watching this year's Grand Ball left Kev and Dob
emotionally drained, exhausted, and in dire
need of new underpants.
Please sit back,
relax, and enjoy a well deserved breather as
Kev and Dob relive some of this years more
memorable moments with you.
Remember Gary Payton fouling our in
Oregon Slate's first round game against lndiana's other basketball school, Ball Slate?
This gave Ball Slate all the edge they needed
in a close one. A last second len foot baseline
jumper by Paris McCurdy fell along with a
whistle and afoul call. The free throw was all
net as.Ball Slate put themselves on the map.
Nobody will forget Loyola Marymount
exploding into the final eight fueled by the
emotions surrounding Hank Gather's death.
Memories include Reebok Pumps with
"Hank" scrawled across the heel, maroon
jerseys with a black 44 on the shoulder, Bo
Kimble sinking an awkward left handed free
throw in memory of Gathers, and Loyola
scoring 423 points in just four games.
UConn's dream season continued right
into the Big Party. The Huskies eliminated
BU and California before they faced off
against Clemson. The Huskies were down
70-69 to Clemson with but a single second
remaining on the clock. Scon Burrell stepped
back and hauled a 80-foot inbounds strike to
Tate George who spun and fired an off balance shot for a Huskies victory.
The gutsy play of Minnesota was evident
again this year. The Golden Gophers took a
step up from the Sweet Sixteen a year ago and
finished in lhe Final Eighl this year. They got
by UTEP and Northern Iowa before they
faced the typically cocky Syracuse squad in
the round of sixteen. Jim Boeheirn undoubtedly lost some of the last remnants of hair on
his balding skull as S ymcuse was disposed of
82-75. Derrick Coleman's cocky smile was
nOlabl y absent from this game.
Sports On TV
Here's a listofKev and Dob's favorite and
least favorite sports shows on TV:
The Top Three

I. SportsCenter(ESPN):
Chris Berman
is a god. If you wanta thorough recap of the
day's sports events, this is your telecast.
sports fan. On Sunday night's telecastlook
forward to the Plays of the Week set to
versebythedynamicrenaissanceman
Dan
Partrick.
2. Sports Machine (NBC): George Michaelis an ill-informed boob. If you want
to see drunken cowboy skiers trying to negotiate aslalom coursewhileropipg famed
car-crusher Big Foot. then this for you.
Why is Sports Machinenumberlwoon
our
list. you ask? Firstly, the control panel
Michael operates in second only in number
of big bleeping buttons and things that
blink to thalof.Caplain James T. Kirk of the
U.S.S. Enterprise.
Michael goes boldly
where no man has gone before. Secondly,
we love it when he says, "Tonight, through
the use of the Sports Machine .. :'
3. The Sports Writers (Sports Channel):
You jusl can't beat five guys sitting around
a card table, smoking cigars, drinking
beers, and talking shop. This is schmoozing on a completely different level.
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The Bouom Three
I. Fishin' Hole (ESPN): How many
limes can two tobacco spitting rednecks
say "Nice fish!" in one half hour. THEN
THEY THROW THE DAMN FISH
BACK! IF IT'S THAT NICE A FISH,
POUR SOME OLD SWILL IN A PAN,
CALL THEKJDS,ANDFRYTHATLIL'
SUCKERUPI
2. Inside the PGA (ESPN): Who cares
who is winning the Nabisco team championship? What this sport needs is contact
and some strategically placed land mines.
It will give blasting out of the bunker a
whole new meaning. How aboutlegalizing body checking on the greens?
3. Best of Ski World (ESPN): How
many ski jackets does Bob Beattie own? Bob trots around the globe to such exolic
locales as Vail, GSlaad, and PaIk City
while interviewing such notable skiing
figures as Kurt Russell and Goldie Hawn.
Beattie asks penetrating questions such as
"When are you guys getting married?" and
"How's the shopping?" Kev and Dab hope
Kurt catches a cliff and falls over the edge.
This show should be renamed "Lifeslyles
of the Rich and Friends of Bob Beattie."

CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE

Once again tbe ConIle<:Iicul College women's baskeqU
season, finisbln& tile ye.wid!.
1
tell in tbe New EagJand Divlsioo m poD in
SClIIJtliI of COlD)lCtiIion lUId _
also ranked nationally iB eigbt 'Cl\lllgOliCI
~llIlIil .. lIl:Oring of points. scoring margin. lUId scorirlI defense. SeoiCIr eapIaia
MitchoH b.roketbe l,(lOO-pointbarrieriB berfillal gamelUldsctsehool RlCOIIfs iBW:~
fnle duows IIllIde. Guard Lynn Elliot.'91. was nalioMlly ranked in assisIs _ E
Lyacll,l92. SCOJed indouble figures in every same Ibis season.
WOMIN'S

....

BASKETBAD..

1t4f>YcoadI Bill Lessig. ball lUI~
'l.1te'Olme1s wOIemaked m tbe top

_.led

MEN'SHOCKEY TheConnecliclltCol1egIlmen's boc:key
bylles4coad1
Roberts,balli18rmestseason.-.winniBgllSfirslECACSoudI~
Trinlty4-3m West Hanford. Conn felt 10FIll:hburg S_ in.tbe Nonb-SoudIIaalalIy
1hI.Jooc.me.'9Ol-G«ItTSclJacf«.'90.Dou&RoberIs;'9l ..... awl~ *Id
~
tIle~care.ermilestone
Ifdsyellt. wIIIlll Mike ~
w.tIle~
..
dlIIolesdiag goal, assists awlpoints scorer. bit dle 200-p0intllllll'k. The SqII8lliaJllo SSW
_senceofIllIlGariao.'92,8&atop-lIOlclIgoelkeeper.
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MBN'S SQUASHlAidbyp1syeN:oachesOladieFotbes,

aeeIIc:ut
JIIIIll~fllIm
1ll6~J,g;jf1i
tViO ~
rJIM'lhi!IJ"""lC4""rl*rlr.'90 ••

'9O.lUIdPaulHaliif;'91.

filiishe419ll9-!lO wIdl a $.10 ftlCdItt lt~ a
ofTec __
~sbutout"'Babsoll8lliPJlllyCrQjill

IIl.Cciim~arilllkingof26llliDtIlell8\lllll.t1Ie
10 _
"'IlIonal IIIdIviduaI tounIaIlIeIIt.
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Sports Trivia;

We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers

Kevin's Corner
by Ktvln Cuddihy
The College Voice

Fine Wines & Liquors Daily Numbers.

Send answers to box 3370 by Friday.
This week's questions:

CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN TilE HILL) 443-6371

I.Who are the five men who have played on an Olympic Gold Medal Team,
an NBA champion, and an NCAA champion?
2. Who are tbe five men who have both played for and later coached the Boston Celtics?
3. Who did this year's final four tosm's beat in the round of eight to advance to Denver?

L

-" 4. Where did Kenny Anderson and Bobby Hurley play high school baskelball?

•

i SPORTS
~ Women's Lacrosse:

1 Camels Defeat Trinity in Overtime
<S

~

r

Casey, '91, had two assists.
Cummings-Dawson was very
~
impressed with the team's play.
CJ
The Connecticut
College
She called it, "the team's best la~ women's lacrosse team upped its- crosse performance of the season,'
record 10 2-1 this past week, with a so far.
big 14-11 overtime win at Trinity
Prior 10 the Trinity match, Conn
last Thursday. The play of Lorraine had defeated Wheaton 14-4. White
White, '91, was a
had
three
....
III

KI.Kress

SporIlIEdltor

big factor, as she
scored a schoolrecordninegoalsin

"We start slow and
then finish strong."
-Gayle Cummings-

goals
and
three assists in
the
match.

the match,
Conn had also
In the last five
played Welleminutes of regulaDawson, Coach
sley, a game
tion time, the Camwhich
they
elsrallied as White
lost 13-5, descored three goals 10 tie the game at spite a great effort from goal keeper
11-11. She then proceeded to score Andrea Squibb, '90, who made 13
all three of Conn's OT goals..
saves for Conn.
~
First year coach Gayle CumThough Cummings-Dawson
~
mings-Dawson said the game was admitted that Conn has a "tough :
indicative of the way the Camels week" ahead of them, she feels that, ~
have been playing. "We've sort of "the team is in good shape and ready ,l!
fallen into a pattern," stated Cum- . for the challenge."
"
mings-Dawson. "We start slow and
The Camels will be back in action ]
. then finish strong."
on Tuesday against Amherst, the ~
Co-captain Eva Cahalan, '91,and match that was 'snowed-out' on "Abbey Tyson, '92, each scored a Saturday. In weekend action, they Women's Lacrosse Action
pairofgoalsforConn. Sarah Hurst, will be pitted against Bates and
Men's
'91, added the other and Sarah Colby in Maine.

..

~~~=.--==~

Tennis:

Camels Roll in Early Season Play
three doubles by Schaefer and Krawczyk
and altough loss at second two doubles by
1be College Voice
Freer and Eric Hintz, '91. The clinching
The Men's Tennis team began the season
match for the win was an exciting three set
with a strong start in sunny Southern Califormatch at second doubles which ended in a
nia with a record of 5-1. They started out the third set tie-breaker won by the mentally
ten day tour with two easy wins over Drew tough team of Krane and Smith.
University (8-I)and North Central Illinois (9Home in Connecticut, the Camels have
0).
continued 10 play excellent tennis despite
The team's third match wasa 7-2 win over
having to play in cold and windy conditions.
Skidmore College. Although the Camels
They have defeated Wheaton College (9-0),
clinched the match in singles, four of the five University of Rhode Island (7-2), Wesleyan
singles victories went to three sets. Number
University (9-0) and Fairfield University (9six, Matt Santen, '90, had the easiest match
0). Many of the Camels are building on irnand won 6-3, 6-3. Number five, Brad Freer, pressive winning streaks. Tim Smith re'91, playing on a sprained ankle won 7-5, 1-6, mains undefeated atnum ber one singles with
6-3. At number four, Jon Krane, '90,won 0- a record of 10-0. The third doubles team of
6,6-1,7-6. Number two, Joe Schaefer, '91, Schaefer and Krawczyk remain undefeated
patiently out steadied his opponent 6-1,6-7,
for the year'and continue to build on their
6-2. Tim Smith, '90, at number one, clinched . winning streak which dates back to April of
the match with a6-3,4-6, 7-5 win over Skid1989 and includes the NESCAC "C"l1ight
more's number one player, who was ranked
doubles title. The team as a whole is also
27thinthecountry. The remaining wins came building on a home court winning streak
from Jim Gellert, '90, and Smith at second
where the Camels have not lost in three
doubles and Jon Krawczyk, '92, and Joe years. The team will put this record on the
Schaeffer at third doubles.
line Thursday April 12 at 3:00.
The Camels' fourth match was a tight win
Themembers of the tennis team are very
over Westtnont College 5-4. The team went optimistic and has high expectations for the
into the doubles tied at 3-3 with singles wins season. Tri-Captain Krane commented, "I
having come from Smith at #1, Krawczyk at feel strongly that this may be the best season
number four and Santen at number six. The in the history of Connecticut College tenmatch was tied up at 4-4 with a win at number
nis.'
by Matt Santeo

Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to LORRAINE WHITE, '91, of the Women's
Lacrosse Team. White led the Camels to a 14·11 overtime victory over
rival Trinity with a school record nine goals. KEK&WHS
I
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